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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Students move in with lots of help from community

sew

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
are
students
Although
Murray State University have
slowly been moving in for several days, Saturday was a flurry
of activity as students made
their ways in the many residential colleges on campus.
To assist with the moving
process, churches from throughout the community have established outreach departments that
spend several hours helping the
newcomers get settled in their
dorm rooms.
The church members from all
denominations volunteer their
time and efforts to welcome the
students to Murray, commented
Charley Bazzell, co-minister
and campus ministry director, at
the University Church of Christ.
"There are many churches
that send members to MSU to
help the new students move into
their rooms," Bazzell said. "The
members find great pleasure in
welcoming the students and
their parents to MSU and helping them with their things."
He said those from his church
that help out are a mixture of
returning students and members
in the college ministry department who want to help.

"They all come together and
work to help the students.
There's everyone from the MSU
president to administrators,
teachers, volunteers and naturally parents moving items into the
dorm rooms," he said.
Bazzell noted that the volunteers were basically "throwing
out the red carpet" to say "welcome" to those moving in.
' Bazzell said the moving in
process used to take several
hours to complete,"But now it's
all finished in a couple of hours.
It's down to a science now," he
said. "With all the volunteers,
they can be in and out of there,
and be good-to-go by early
afternoon."
He said one thing that helped
to speed the process was the fact
that so many students, such as
ball players, girls involved in
sorority rushes, band members
and others, are already moved
in.
"There are so many people
from so many churches volunteering that it's awesome to
watch," he reported.
Other churches, such as
Murray's First United Methodist
Church, offered assistance with
moving and also by handing out
water to those in need.

MSU students from all grade
levels could be found milling
around the residential colleges
all weekend. All seemed to be
excited about the start of school.
John Hammond, a junior
agriculture education major
from Bardstown, said he was
looking forward to "getting back
to classes and seeing some of his
friends."
Julie Harrison, a sophomore
animal health tech major from
Jackson, Tenn., said she was
eagerly awaiting the opportunity
to "meet new people and make
new friends."
Terrell Bell, a junior accounting major from Paducah, said
he, too, was looking forward to
returning to class and he was
also excited about looking forward to graduation.
Charlene Siza, a sophomore
pre-vet major from Mayfield,
said she was excited about "getting back to classes and learning
new things. I'm also looking
forward to seeing everybody
again."
Brittany Jones, a junior animal health tech major from
Henderson, said she was looking forward to "all the campus

II See Page 2A

UP, UP AND AWAY ...

Grant to
ches model planes during inaugural event
wat
d
ow
Cr
help MSU
technology
center
WASHINGTON, D.C. —
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield
announced Friday that Murray
State will receive a $198,771
U.S.
the
from
grant
Department
Agriculture.
The grant
will be used
by MSU's
Regional
Center for
Emerging
Technology
to provide
Whitfield
technical
assistance to small and emerging businesses in a 20-county
region in western Kentucky.
"I am pleased that Murray
State has been awarded these
funds," Whitfield said in a
release. "The Regional Center
for Emerging Technology has
become a leader in identifying
and supporting viable economic development projects to
western Kentucky.
"RCET has a proven track
record of success, and I am
confident that they will make
good use of these funds to create new and existing job
opportunities."
The grant is administered
Rural
USDA's
by
Development Program. This
program is focused on helping
improve the economy and
quality of life in rural America.
It supports such essential public facilities and services as
water and sewer systems,
housing, health clinics, emergency service facilities and
electric and telephone services.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Up, up and away seemed to
be the theme of Murray's first
Federal Aviation Administration
mini-Wings Weekend at KyleLovett Field, but Superman was
nowhere in sight.
However a crowd of at least
200 aviation enthusiasts, including about 25 members of
Murray R/C (Radio Controlled)
Modelers, packed the field to
see some vintage aircraft and
watch the modelers fly their
scale-model airplanes across the
sunny, blue August sky.
The event was also held in
conjunction with the modelers'
annual Summer Fly-In which
was hosted in the rear of the airport area at Erwin Field.
Paul Morris, president of the
modelers, said as many as 200
spectators swarmed both airfields for the two-day event.
"We had a real good crowd to
show up. There was about 40 to
45 spectators gathered around at
any one time during the day," he
said. "But the greatest thing for
us is that we trained about 10
people on the buddy box; both
kids and adults."
The Buddy Box is the most
popular part of the show for
youngsters, according to Morris,
because it gives them a chance
to fly one of the planes — if
only temporarily after it has
been taken air-born aythe hands
of a professional molar.
"The buddy box is where we
hook two control boxes together.
The instructor will take off and
get the plane up in the air and
then turn over control to the student and the student will fly the
plane," Morris explained. "If he
or she gets in too much trouble
the instructor take over the control of the plane."
The buddy box was also
enjoyed by some very young,
but aspiring pilots.
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•Aviation.
From Front
wood plane called the 'Super
----- Swan.—
Although there weren't many
youngsters around on Sunday,
Kathy Canter, of Mayfield, got
an opportunity to fly one of the
model planes. Canter's husband
is a member of the Modelers,
but she has never actually taken
the controls of one of the miniature aircraft.
"I've played around with it a
bit on the simulators, but I've

never really flown one of the
planes," she said. "It looks like
fun."
Roy LeSevre. of Springfield.
Tenn., said he built his PT-19
aircraft from scratch. A love for
flying seems to have been a
family tradition with the
LeSever clan.
"I've been at it since I was a
kid; a long time," LeSevre said
concerning the flying of model
aircraft as a hobby."We used to
own our own full-scale airplane. My dad was a pilot and

my uncle was a pilot. We all
did this."
Morris said the purpose of
the event Is simple and could
be explained in just a few
words.
"We're just out here flying
our planes and having a good
time," he said.
The Summer Fly-In and
FAA mini-Wings weekend was
sanctioned by the Academy of
Model Aeronautics, the world's
largest sport aviation organizanon.
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•Move In ...
line with that theme, the university provided a unique experiactivities and getting to meet ence for entering freshmen and
new people and attending lots of their parents.
On Saturday MSU freshmen
awesome classes this semester.
I'm also looking forward to were asked to take a few minhanging out and having fun." utes to record an interview with
On a related issue, the Freshman their parents, sharing a perReading Experience at Murray sonal history of beginning colState University features U.S. lege, choosing a career and
Sen. Barack Obama's book, dreaming of the future. The
"Dreams From My Father." In oral history project is modeled

From Front
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as
Right to left, Kathy Canter, a volunteer for the Murray Ft/C Modelers "Buddy Box," waits
preBereycken
Gary
and
Batts
Sandy
members
and
Paul Morris, president of the Modelers,
pare a plane for flight during Murray's first Modelers' Summer Fly-In and FAA mini-Wings
weekend at Kyle-Oakley and Erwin fields over the weekend.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Board of Parks and
Recreation is scheduled to
meet at 6 tonight in the conference room at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce office on North
12th Street. On the agenda
for the meeting is the park
director's report and various
committee reports.
• Beginning Wednesday,
Waldrop Drive will be closed
to through traffic. Only
Murray State Residential
College traffic and emergency vehicles will be permitted on this section of street.
Persons wishing to travel
north or south in this area
should plan to use North 16th
Street in lieu of Waldrop.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
a.m. Wednesday in the board
room. The agenda includes a
construction update, information about the Miller dedication and an executive session.
Dexter-Almo
• The
Heights Water District will call
a special meeting. Thursday
at 7 p.m. to open contractor
Coles
the
for
bids
Campground Road Waterline
Extension Project. The meeting will be held at the Water
Office located at 351 Almo
Road in Almo.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Ohio's college stung by plagiarism, security issues
ATHENS,Ohio(AP)— Ohio
University administratoit are
looking forward to a better
school year this fall. In the wake
of plagiarism charges, a massive
theft of personal data and a
thumbs-down faculty vote for the
school president, it could hardly
get worse.
Alumni of Ohio's oldest college are grumbling over a string
of scandals. Fundraising is down.
The football coach is in trouble
over a drunken driving case.
"Academics work in a small
circle." said journalism professor
Joseph Bemt. "When we go to
conferences, the question that
will come up is, 'What the hell is
going on at OUT"
The public university plans to
spend up to $8 million to
improve computer security and is
defending itself against lawsuits
sparked by the data thefts and
plagiarism accusations. It has
fired or punished employees over
both problems and has started
requiring engineering students to
submit papers electronically, so
software can scan for slarities
in other works.
In May, a committee investigating allegations of copying in
the engineering graduate program said it found plagiarism in
40 master's degree theses dating
back 20 years. The investigators
called the problem rampant and
flagrant.
"I have to admit, I've never
seen anything like this," said
r
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after StoryCorps, it was
reported.
were
interviews
The
recorded in the Winslow
Dining Hall and provided an
audio snapshot of two generations experiencing Murray
State's Great Beginnings. The
expectations and memories
that such an occasion encourages will be streamed online at
www.murraystate.edu /fre.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Fall 2006
IOW Reading/Writing/literacy
Program
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For Children K-12

Program provide children with positive reading experiences
*Enhance reading shills writing, wiling,*aim & fluency
skills
*Develops reading comprehension. vocabulary, oral reading or study
read
to
learning
with
assistance
• Provides
Cost is $90.00
FP.P4 can he reduced fumed on financial need)
For more information or to enroll call

270-809-2500
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Dennis Irwin, dean of the college
of engineering and technology,
who led an initial investigation.
The probe began after a
mechanical engineering student,
Tom Matrka, reported in 2004
that he found what he suspected
was copying while reading other
students' papers.
Matrka says he's pleased that
the university has acknowledged
the problem but believes more
cases could be found if officials
looked harder.
Most of the copying was in
background material, and there
was no evidence of falsified
research data, the investigation
found. Many of the accused former students haven't responded
to the charges or requested more
information from the school.
Those found guilty will have plagiarism noted in their permanent
records, and the school could
strip graduates of their degrees.
Father in the spring, the university announced the first of
what would be identified as five
cases of data theft, affecting
thousands of students, alumni
and employees — including the
president. About 173,000 Social
Security numbers could have
been stolen since March 2005,
along with names, birth dates,
medical records and home
addresses.
A private consulting firm
blamed the university for not
having enough skilled computer
staff and too few resources to

AP FILE
In this June photo, a gate with a historic marker is shown on
Ohio University campus in Athens, Ohio. It hasn't been a
relaxing summer at Ohio University, where the double sting of
a plagiarism scandal and a security breach that exposed personal data on hundreds of thousands of students and alumni
still lingers.
the university," said 26-year-old
fight off hackers.
Amid the upheaval, football Aaron Brown, a 2001 graduate.
Founded in 1804, Ohio
coach Frank Solich is trying to
has a pleasing campus
University
2005
November
his
withdraw
no-contest plea in a drunken rich with colonial-style architecdriving case based on subsequent ture that's set in the foothills of
region.
Appalachia
testing that revealed the "date state's
rape" drug GHB in his system. Known for a strong journalism
Solich believes someone spiked program, the school of 20,000
his drinks while he was at a local students also has a reputation for
Mexican restaurant, his attorney heavy drinking, which it is trying
to shed by expanding parental
said.
"These are certainly not the notification in cases of underage
headlines we'd like to see about drinking.

President Roderick McDavis,
who received a 3 percent raise
but no bonus after the scandals
broke, said he's met with alumni
and heard their concerns about
the school's trying year.
"No one has to ask,'Does the
president get it? Does he understand what's going on?" he said.
"I not only got it, but I was one of
the victims."
The school will set aside a day
in September to talk about plagiarism and academic honesty,
Provost Kathy Krendl said.
Plagiarism is already against the
student code of conduct, and the
school is considering instituting
an honor code that might encourage offenders to turn themselves
in.
French major Jennifer Jolly,
24, said she thinks renewed discussions are a good idea. "It
probably wouldn't hurt for the
school to define plagiarism more
clearly" and to review ways to
properly cite other people's
work, she said.
Donations to the school
dropped from $17.2 million in the
third quarter of the school's fiscal
year to $4 million in the fourth,
ending June 30. The school eliminated about a half-dozen
fundraising mailings and 3,000
telephone calls because the
appeals didn't seem appropriate
given the sensitivities over the
data security issues, said Molly
Mayo Tampke, interim vice president for university advancement.

Kentucky tests warrant database for statewide agencies
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky is testing $1 million
pilot program that puts all outstanding warrants into a datahase
accessible by law enforcement
and courts across the state.
The eWarrants progam, paid
for by the General Assembly and
a federal grant, is set up in Clark
County in east-central Kentucky

with the goal of serving more of counties and found unserved warthe backlog of 300,000 warrants rants dating to the 1980s, most for
nonviolent cnmes, but thousands
in Kentucky, officials said.
felony warrants, including
of
state's
the
A critical review of
warrant system by the Legislative some for murder.
A 2005 update to the study
Research Commission said
that it takes an average of
found
and
ng
Kentucky has long-standi
for Kentucky counties
days
576
with
problems
widespread
unserved warrants. The commis- to serve 75 of every 100 warrants.
sion gathered data from all 120 With the eWarrants program,
finding out if someone is wanted
elsewhere in the state should take
a fraction of the time it takes now,
officials said.
The Kentucky Office of
Homeland Security is spearhead-

Have a frfeei
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Insurance needs

A recent graduate of State Auto's
exclusive PaceSetter sales development
program. John is highly qualified to
handle your insurance needs—and
enthusiasm. too' Just 100 licensed
Insurance agents nationwide are chosen to
participate in this year-long commitment
to professional and personal growth.
Have a professional handk your insurance
folut Williams at our agency today'
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ing the eWarrants project with
other state agencies.
Each Kentucky county has a
different way of handling warrants, only 6 percent of all warrants are entered into the state's
law-enforcement network and
there is no mandatory statewide
database, making it difficult for
officers to determine if someone
is wanted, the report said.
The idea behind eWarrants is a
one-stop shopping portal for
prosecutors, judges and police to
find out quickly if someone is
wanted elsewhere.

Postiterpotit Neurullis (Shingles MO Ward'Advent*:
Saturday, August 26,2006, 10 a.m.
center for Health & %eliness Classroom. Murray, KY
Tuesday, August 29, 2006, 6:30 p.m.
Jackson Purchase Medical Center Private Dining Room, Mayfield, KY
A fret public seminar to learn about Postherpetic Neuralgia (shingles pain), review recent research advances and hear about new
research therapies being developed.
No pre-registration required.
Presented by Jon M. Gustafson, MD, Board Certified Neurologs.ct
Clinical Neuroscience Research
Clinical Neuroscience Associates. Inc.
Offices in Murray, KY and Mayfield. KY
Email: cnsrmearchOthellsouthwst
Web: www.jonmostafsonmd.dui
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Jury expected to begin sentencing phase for Va. killer

KeittuckylnBrief
!fetcher applauded for his

By KRISTEN GELINEAU
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —
PIKEVILLE. Ky.(AP) --- Dangerously overloaded, some coal Jurors in the trial of a man who
trucks traveling in the mountains of eastern Kentucky would slow to murdered a Richmond couple
a crawl on steeper grades, creating a risk of rear-end collisions with and their two young daughters
were expected to begin deliberpassenger cars going twice as fast.
Almost as soon as Gov. Ernie Fletcher took office, his adminis- ating his punishment Monday as
tration began a crackdown on truckers hauling overweight loads. attorneys prepared to make their
Roy Crawford, an eastern Kentucky forensic engineer who has final arguments for and against a
pushed for years for safer roads in the coalfields, said the move has death sentence.
Ricky Iowan Gray, 29, was
saved countless lives.
Fletcher, visiting the coalfields last week, received a standing found guilty last week of capital
ovation from about '150 people who packed into a restaurant in murder in the random New
Pikeville to hear him rattle off what he considers the major achieve- Year's Day slayings of musician
tnents of his administration, including a decline in the number of Bryan Harvey, 49, his wife,
Kathryn, 39, and daughters
traffic fatalities.
Plagued by a hiring scandal in Frankfort, Fletcher has been Stella, 9, and Ruby, 4. They
spending more time on the road in recent months, delivering speech- were found in the basement of
es in small towns like Pikeville and meeting face to face with voters their burning home, bound,
beaten with a hammer and
in an effort to build support for his re-election campaign.
Lexington attorney Larry Forgy, a staunch Fletcher supporter, stabbed, with their throats cut.
Prosecutors say Gray and his
said the tactic is paying off becalise it allows the governor to focus
attention on accomplishments that have been overshadowed by a nephew, Ray lbseph Dandridge,
killed the Harveys during a
highly publicized investigation.
A grand jury indicted Fletcher in May on misdemeanor charges bloody crime spree that included
that allege he rewarded political supporters with state merit jobs the slaying of a second
HAr j„c v
Richmond family less than one
after he took office in December 209q.
week later. A police detective
7.7a4av
from Philadelphia, where the
AP
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— For the first time in his life, Charles Arlington men were arrested
with
table
defense
Skaggs is taking care of something other than himself.
the
at
sitting
center,
Jan. 7, testified Thursday that This court artist's rendering shows Ricky Javon Gray,
Skaggs, an inmate at Blackburn Correctional Complex in Gray confessed to those crimes
in Gray's trial,
his lawyers, Ted Bruns, left, and Jeffrey Everhart, during the sentencing phase
Lexington serving time for DUI and assault, is handling the medical and others, including the
Thursday
guilty
found
was
29,
Gray,
Javon
Ricky
Friday.
on
Va.,
Richmond,
in
courtroom
in a
care of horses as part of a rehabilitation program for both the ani- November slaying of Gray's
49,
Harvey,
Bryan
musician
of
slayings
of five counts of capital murder in the New Year's Day
mals and the inmates.
are
sentence
his
on
wife near Pittsburgh.
s
Deliberation
4.
Ruby,
and
9,
Stella,
his wife, Kathryn, 39, and daughters
"I do like being able to feel like I'm helping them heal," Skaggs said.
Closing arguments in the
begin.
to
The program uses part of the prison grounds as a farm, allowing penalty phase of the trial were to expected
a basket of cookies.
inmates to tend to thoroughbreds brought there by the Thoroughbred be heard Monday morning.
crimes were so vile and he poses die.unwantGray told police he was high
are
that
horses
of
not
rescues
days
that
several
group
was
a
heard
29,
Foundation,
Jurors
Dandridge,
Retirement
such a danger to the public that
the
ed, abused, neglected or are in danger of being sent to slaughter- graphic testimony that has driv- he deserves the ultimate punish- charged with killing the Harveys on PCP the day he killed
testified
relatives
and
left
and
Harveys,
tears
to
two
least
at
en
ex-convict,
beefy
ment. Gray, a
houses.
but is scheduled for a Sept. 18
The foundation has similar prison programs in South Carolina, several others looking shaken. has been flanked by guards murder trial in the Jan. 6 suffoca- Friday that he became hooked
New York, Florida and Iowa. Blackburn's is the only one in They appeared particularly dis- throughout the trial, one always tion of Percyell Tucker, 55, his on drugs as a young teen.
of standing within three feet of his
Bryan Harvey was a guitarist
Kentucky. with roughly 300 inmates participating in it over the past turbed during the presentation
wife, Mary Baskerville-Tucker,
of the Harveys chair.
photos
autopsy
singer for the rock duo
and
six years.
47, and her daughter, Ashley
testimony of a
House of Freaks, which released
Gray has expressed a desire
The program costs about $40,000 a year, and the foundation and during the
Baskerville, 21. Gray told police five albums between 1987 and
26-year-old Arlington man who to die for his crimes.
ptcks up the tab.
Baskerville was an accomplice 1995. Kathryn Harvey cobarely survived a slashing
"I'm sorry and I miss her and
assault at the hands of Gray and wish we could trade places,- he to the Harvey slayings.
owned a quirky toy and novelty
an accomplice.
According to his confession. store called World of Mirth and
told Philadelphia police when
Conversely, jurors were not
murder of his Gray said they were looking for was the half-sister of actor
HARLAN, Ky.(AP) — Hundreds of mourners gathered in east- outwardly moved by the tearful confessing to the
Treva Terrell a house to rob on New Year's Steven Culp. who played Rex
r-old
County
35-yea
Harlan
wife,
from
miners
coal
ern Kentucky to remember eight
testimony of Gray's mother,
Day when they noticed the Van De Kamp on "Desperate
year.
last
Gray, of Washington, Pa.
who were killed in three separate mine incidents over the
who told the court Friday that
Harveys' front door was open. Housewives." Culp has attended
the
memto
family
and
confessing
candles
when
lit
And
widows
balloons,
Children released
Gray suffered severe sexual and
whom
of
five
told
miners,
After the slayings, they fled with the trial along with several other
he
Harvey murders,
bers shared their memories on Saturday of the
physical abuse as a child.
memorial
The
May.
to
in
want
Mine
1
just
"I
No.
computer, a wedding ring and Harvey family members.
a
Darby
police:
at
Richmond
explosion
an
in
died
Prosecutors argue that Gray's
was held at the civic center in Harlan.
Three other Harlan County miners were killed in accidents at
Stillhouse Mine last August and H&D Mine in December.
employs more than 145,000 people in
Melissa Lee, the widow of Jimmy Lee, one of the miners killed
CATLETFSBURG, Ky.(AP)— An east- week.
to
Kentucky.
fail
a
people
company
sometimes
the
sued
that
felt
she
employees
said
Wal-Mart
explosion,
to
in the Darby
ern Kentucky judge is weighing whether
William Wilhoit, one of the plaintiffs'
weren't properly
workers
claiming
ago,
year
see the human side of coal miners.
accuslawsuit
a
to
status
class-action
grant
abuse of employees is part
"They forget miners are human beings and have lives outside of .ing retail giant Wal-Mart of forcing employ- compensated for working overtime and were attorneys, said the
culture aimed at
corporate
Wal-Mart'S
awesome
of
were
they
has
case
men..
great
The
time.
were
break
"They
missed
not paid for
the mines," she said.
ees to work overtime without being paid.
low.
costs
keeping
lengthy filings
men."
Boyd County Circuit Judge Marc I. been delayed with multiple,
Similar lawsuits have been filed across
Along with Lee, Amon "Cotton" Brock, Roy Middleton, Bill Rosen heard arguments Friday and asked delaying the case.
sixth
A
mine.
Darby
the
in
country.
killed
were
the
Petra and Paris Thomas Jr.
Wal-Mart, based in Bentonville, Ark.,
attorneys to submit a proposed order this
miner, Paul Ledford, survived by crawling out of the mine.

Appalachian policy

Prison rehabbing inmates, horses

Hundreds gather to remember
Harlan mining victims

Judge weighing class-action status of suit against Wal-Mart

Tuesday, August 22 on CBS
8pm Eastern / 7pm Central

Jon Bon Jovi

Martina McBride

coKcERT FOR
AMERICAS KIDS

Mary J. Bilge

Sting

Andrea Bocelli

Kenny Chesney

David Foster

3 Doors Down

Sara Evans

John Legend

Hosted by:

The Concert for America's Kids
join
hoof
aftersc
powering t hipgr polentsai
Dr. Phil

Robin McGraw

Some of the biggest names in entertainment
together to raise awareness of the need for
afterschool programs. Catch the concert Tuesday,
August 22, at 8pm/7c on CBS. If you d like to
donate to this important cause, please visit
www.jcpenneyafterschooLorg
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Party division
in the GOP
FRANKFORT - Kentucky Democrats of a certain age
who remember past party divisions will understand - but
probably offer little sympathy to - the plight today of Kentucky Republicans.
At one time or another over the course of decades, Kentucky Democrats were courted by. the Happy Chandler faction, the Earle Clements faction and the Bert Combs faction
(and other sub-factions attached to them) as
they jostled for power and the governor's
office.
Today Kentucky Republicans are dividing
between those who support Gov. Ernie
Fletcher in his battle against misdemeanor
indictments here and for re-election to a
second term in 2007, and everyone else in
the party loyal to U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, the man who forged a strong
GOP in a state that never really had a', tsiwoAgree Or
party system until recent years.
Because Democratic voter registration so
Not
overwhelmed Republican, the multiple facBy Todd Duvall
tipns within the Democratic Party never
Syndicated
caused it to lose control of state governColumnist
ment.
That may not be the case with a divided
state Republican Party. The GOP needs
Democratic votes to win statewide elections, and party leaders reading the polls recognize that Fletcher's on-going hiring
scandal, continuing investigation by a special grand jury here
and indictments are turning Democrats away and even some
Republicans.
Fletcher's successful campaign promise "to clean up the
mess in Frankfort" in the wake of abuses of power and a
sex scandal during the eight-year administration of Gov. Paul
Patton attracted an awful lot of disgruntled and disgusted
Democrats in 2003 to Fletcher's side.
Now those same Democrats are seeing Fletcher's mess as
simply more of the same old manure out of Frankfort.
Given a viable choice of a candidate next year, those
Democrats are likely to return to their own party in picking
a new governor.
Hence the concerted effort with Fletcher's own Republican
Party to convince him that re-election is futile, and he
should step aside for someone not sullied by the personnel
scandal to run for governor.
So far at least, Fletcher has ignored party leaders and
insists he will seek a second term and win it next November.
Delusional? Probably, but it is very easy for governors,,
surrounded by people who enjoy being close to the center of
power, to lose a sense of reality outside the French palace
they sleep in and the big office on the Capitol's first floor
they work in.
So far, the very public calls for Fletcher to step aside by
party leaders don't seem to have filtered through that wall
of ambition that surrounds a governor no matter who he or
she is or what party they represent.
But when a sitting Kentucky governor cannot get his candidate elected to the party's central committee, a candidate
who himself only narrowly missed being elected governor.
the message ought to be echoing off the Capitol dome.
Finally, there's the incompetence factor so evident to
everyone but the most loyal Fletcher supporters. By waiting
until the last minute to produce e-mail records subpoenaed
by the special grand jury months ago. Fletcher aides succeeded in having the grand jury's term - and its investigation - extended another 90 days. thus guaranteeing it will
still be operating through the November legislative and congressional elections.
It was, after all, a top Republican Party official who
observed that, given choices. Fletcher always picks the very
:worst one politically.
It's bad enough when a Democrat ['joints out the obvious
'next year on the campaign trail. From the standpoint of the
Ernie Fletcher faction, coming as it does from within the
Republican Party hierarchy. it's about as damning as it can
be.
And thus the Chinese water torture continues unabated.
Last week. Lt. Gov. Steve Pence, who bailed out on
Fletcher early in the summer, told a capital reporter, "He
(Fletcher) needs to acknowledge there's a problem between
him and the party."
Secretary of State Trey Grayson, himself considering taking on Fletcher next year, said in the same interview, "I
think the best thing for the state and the party is for him
(Fletcher) to hang it up."
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The Tipping Point
Having heard Malcolm
Gladwell speak recently, the
idea of tipping points keeps
occupying my thoughts. As
the best selling author of
The Tipping Point and Blink,
his special expertise informs
us of the true nature of
major turning points in history. To our ordinary minds
they might appear to happen
almost by accident—that
along with the efforts of
political rock stars and other
luminaries who occupy the
world stage.
But most major cataclysmic events don't happen
that way at all. Gladwell
writes that most change is
brought about by ordinary
people banding together over
time and creating change
through small increments that
are the catalysts for the big
change.
There's a good reason
why the book's subtitle is
How Little Things Can Make
a Big Difference. It is this
accumulation of "little
things" that come to a point
where big things happen,
such as the fall of the
Berlin Wall, which was hardly the product of national
government pressure.
While it is true that only
history provides the ultimate
judgment of the significance
of a particular movement or
change, we can see patterns
and make some reasonably
reliable predictions on their
impact.
The "green" movement to
protect the environment is
one such pattern, as is the
movement to improve health.
I believe a tipping point
regarding health in Kentucky
occurred only a few days
ago when our governor designated that state buildings
be smoke free. This takes
on national significance as
well, given that Kentucky

has some of the poorest
numbers in the nation when
it comes to the number of
smokers and health complications that result from smoking, and is of course a
tobacco producing state.
While the health movement has many moving
parts. there has been particular attention paid in recent
years to the role of smoking
in our lives—and in too
many cases, our deaths.
Science has informed us
for quite some time of
smoking's dangers—and
while a few short years ago
only the boldest of cities
enacted smoking bans, it is
suddenly becoming the
choice of many citizens to
take such action in their
own communities.
Curtailing smoking not
only improves public health,
it also enhances the quality
of life that is so necessary
for cities large and small to
compete on the global stage
By January of 2006. 11
;tates had bans against
smoking in indoor public
places—and some, such as
California, eventually extended the ban to outdoor smoking. But it is important to
note that most of these bans
do allow exceptions, such as
adult bars and nightclubs.
The online Wikipedia
notes that last December,
USA Today cited reports that
39 per cent of U.S. citizens
live in areas that are covered
by statewide or local laws
that limit smoking. In 1985
there were fewer than 200
such laws, the article said,
while today there are more
than 2,000.
The Lexington HeraldLeader reported in April that
three cities—Lexington.
Louisville and Georgetown—
had enacted smoking bans in

Kentucky and that Jan
Beauchamp of the Department of Public Health said
about 20 more communities
in the state are considering
such bans.
The movement to address
smoking is not without controversy, of course. Legitimate concerns are expressed
over the rights of private
commercial establishments to
have the freedom to allow
smoking, just as they argue
that patrons have the right to
choose whether or not to
frequent their places of business.
But when it comes to
government buildings, an
emerging rationale is that
they are different because
many people—including those
who might be particularly
susceptible to second hand
smoke—have no choice
about whether or not to
enter government buildings if
they can exercise their rights
as citizens to secure certain
ervices.
I've said it over and over
again because I believe
strongly that the best way to
deal with the smoking controversy is to allow informed
citizens to reassert their role
in the democratic process by
becoming involved in important decisions at the local
level. Questions such as a
ban of smoking in commercial establishments should be
decisions that are mandated
by the people and their
elected leaders in each community.
The key to such local
decision-making, of course,
involves being informed and
having the willingness to
understand that good citizenry is about give and take.
We must take the best information we can acquire and
act on it while understanding
the balance of compromise

that often is
necessary,
particularly
in urban settings where
we increasingly live in
close proximity to one
another.
Gladwell
points the
example of
By
seat belt
Sylvia Lovely,
usage as an
Executive
example of
Director/CEO,
a tipping
Kentucky
point. Use
League of
of seat belts
Cities
has surged
over the
past 20 years even without
laws to enforce it. Many
seat belt campaigns were
tried but failed. Finally,
someone decided to focus on
the safety of children. The
idea was that while parents
might not buckle up themselves, they would probably
respond to enhancing the
safety of their children.
The tipping point came
when children all buckled up
in the back seat questioned
mommy and daddy why they
weren't doing the same thing
to be safe, too. I know. It
happened in my family with
my own children. Today. I
would not think of going
anywhere in a car without
fastening my seat belt.
It may well be that the
tipping point has arrived
with smoking bans. Perhaps
20 years from now se will
look back on this and recognize its significance. It was
not necessarily great national
powers that brought about
change. Rather, it was the
result of non-traditional (and
non-celebrity) power of ordinary but committed people
who made the difference.
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Obituaries
Paul L Tlisworth
Paul L. Tilsworth, 74, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 19, 2006, at
7 42 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. Born April 29, 1932, he was
the son of the late Brooke Tilsworth and Mildred
Palmer Tilsworth.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy
Reeves Tilsworth; one son, Todd Tilsworth and
wife, Julie, and two grandchildren. Autumn and
Avery Tilsworth, all of Evansville, Ind.; one
brother, Tim Tilsworth and wife, Debbie,
Fairbanks, Alaska.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
Tilsworth
the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral
Home. Rev. Michael Blake and Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will
be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Verna T. Edmaiston
Mrs. Verna T. Edmaistun, 80, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 20,
2006, at 1:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Mayme C. Johnson

Mrs. Mayme C. Johnson, 85, Fox Meadows Drive, Murray, former resident of Hopkinsville, died Saturday, Aug. 19, 2006, at 6:46
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care Center, Murray.
A homemaker, she was-a member of Grace Baptist Church,
Murray. Her husband, George Thomas (Jim) Johnson, died in 1980.
Also preceding her in death were one son, Eddie Nelson Johnson,
two sisters, Virginia McDaniel and Opal Saturley, and four brothers,
Paul, Earl, Jewel and Billy Cathcart. Born Aug. 16, 1921, in
Calloway County,she was the daughter of th7iate O.C. Cathcart and
Lula May Orr Cathcart.
Survivors include three daughters, MV Sharon F. Lane, Cadiz,
Ms. Bonita C. Johnson, Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Patti Card, Senoia,
Ga.; two sons, Joe T. Johnson and wife, Carol Jane, Plano, Texas,
and R.B. Johnson, Houston, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Kernell,
Murray; one stepson, J.G. (Goose) Johnson, Hopkinsville; seven
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Heyward Roberts and Rev. Jack
Gordon will officiate. A graveside service will be Tuesday at 1 p.m.
at the Greenhill Memorial Gardens, Hopkinsville. Visitation will be
at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday). Expressions
of sympathy may be made to a favorite charity in Mrs. Johnson's
name.

Mrs. Cammie Mann Bolin
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Israeli warplanes roar over Lebanon;
officials worry about shaky cease-fire
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) Israeli warplanes roared over
northern
Lebanon's
Mediterranean coast and along
its border with Syna this morning after the Lebanese defense
rogue
warned
minister
Palestinian rocket teams against
attacking Israel and provoking
retaliation that could unravel an
already shaky cease-fire.
Meanwhile, Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert said
countries that don't have diplomatic relations with Israel
should not be permitted to contribute troops to an international
peacekeeping force for southern
Lebanon. That would eliminate
and
Malaysia
Indonesia,
Bangladesh _ among the only
countries to have offered frontline troops for the expanded
force.
Olmert also ruled out peace
talks with Syria as long as it supports "terror organizations."
Earlier Monday, a top government official suggested it was
time to resume talks with Syria
for
support
its
despite
Hezbollah.
With concern mounting over
the fragile truce, Israel sent war
planes Monday over the coastal
city of Tripoli, some 35 miles
north of Beirut, and over
Baalbek, scene of an Israeli
commando raid two days ago
which Israel said was to disrupt
for
shipments
weapons
Hezbollah from Syria.
Lebanon considers overflights a violation of the U.N.

Mrs. Canume Mann Bolin, 84, Murray, formerly of Dixon, died
Saturday. Aug. 19, 2006, at 8:05 p.m. in Murray.
A homemaker, she was the owner/operator of Bolin's Drug Store
in Dixon with her late husband, James Wesley Bolin. A former
teacher, she taught in Atlanta, Martin, Tenn., and at Webster County
High School and had been a Sunday School teaNter at Dixon First
Baptist Church. She was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband and one brother, J.C.
Mann. She was born Sept. 7, 1921, in Obion County, Tennessee.
Survivors include two sons, Duane Bolin and wife, Evelyn,
Murray, and Stephen Bolin and wife, Sharon. Hanson; one sister,
Mrs. Mary Alice Sterling, Atoka, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Chris
Bolin, Wesley Bolin and Canunie Jo Bolin; one great-grandchild,
Kasity; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Townsend Funeral Home, Dixon. Rev. Terry Garvin will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery, Dixon. Visitation will
be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday and after 8 a.m.
Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or to
The Baptist Seminary of Kentucky, 631 S. Limestone St.,
Lexington, KY 40508.
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Lebanon, this morning. U.N. envoy Tene Rood-Larsen Sunday praised the deploymen
seeking
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Nations
United
the
Lebanese army on the country's border with Israel and said
"a diplomatic solution" concerning Hezbollah's weapons.
resolution that ended 34 days of
fighting last week.
Defense Minister Elias Murr
said he was confident that
Hezbollah would hold its fire
but warned Syrian-backed
Palestinian militants against
rocket attacks which might draw
Israeli retaliation and re-ignite
full-scale fighting.
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Ethan Connor Bruckwell

The funeral for Ethan Connor Brockwell was Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert
and Rev. William Strong officiated. Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to "Save A Heart," an.
Sandy Knight Building, #300 North Ingalls, Rm. #NI4D06, Ann
Arbor, Mich. 48109-0475.
Master Brockwell, 3 1/2 months, Murray, died Thursday, Aug.
17, 2006, at 9:31 a.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He had been born with heart complications.
Survivors include his modier, Nancy Elizabeth Foster, Murray;
his father, Brandon Oliver Brockwell, Farmington; grandparents,
Kenneth and Carol Foster, Murray, John and Karen Burnett Selstad,
Farmington, and Tim and Lawana Brockwell, Somerville, Ala.;
great-grandparents, Mildred Burnett and Dorthy Selstad, both of
Farmington, and Romey and Norma Holmes, Graves County; uncles
and aunts, Ken and Celeste Foster and Timothy Carl Brockwell, all
of Murray, and Madison Denise Selstad, Farmington; several greatuncles and great-aunts.
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them. ... We're not going into
any negotiations until basic
steps are taken which can be the
basis for any negotiations."
Vice Premier Shimon Peres
said Israel had other concerns at
the moment. "We have the burden of Lebanon and we have the
the
with
negotiations
Palestinians," he told Israel
Radio. "I don't think a country
like ours can deal with so many
issues at a time."
As part of the cease-fire
agreement, Lebanon has begun
deploying 15,000 soldiers to the
south, putting a government
force in the region for the first
time in four decades. They are to
be joined by an equal force of
international peacekeepers, but
wrangling among countries
expected to send troops has so
far delayed assembly of the
force.
The reluctance of European
countries to commit substantial
numbers of troops has raised
doubts about whether the truce
can hold. France, which commands the existing force U.N.
peacekeeping force in Lebanon
known as UNIFIL, had been
expected to make a significant
new contribution that would
form the backbone of the
expanded force.
But President Jacques Chirac
disappointed the U.N. and other
countries last week by merely
doubling France's contingent of
200 troops.
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"We consider that when the
resistance (Hezbollah) is committed not to fire rockets, then
any rocket that is fired from the
Lebanese territory would be
considered collaboration with
Israel to provide a pretext (for
Israel) to strike," he said
Sunday.
Israel has long accused Syria.
along with Iran, of arming and
supporting Hezbollah. During
the war, however, Israel avoided
trying to draw Syria into the
conflict, apparently fearing
another front or closing peace
options. On Monday, Public
Security Minister Avi Dichter
said Israel should resume the
negotiations that broke down in
2000.
"What we did with Egypt and
Jordan is also legitimate in this
case," Dichter told Israeli Army
Radio. Asked if that meant Israel
should withdraw to its international border with Syria, giving
up the Golan Heights region
Israel captured in the 1967
Mideast War, he said: "Yes."
But Olmert ruled out talks
with the Syrians unless they stop
sponsoring "lenor organizations."
"I recommend not to get carried away with any false hopes,"
Olmert said Monday, during a
tour of northern Israel. "When
Syria stops support for terror,
when it stops giving missiles to
terror organizations, then we
will be happy to negotiate with
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Optometrist
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Relay for Life 2007 meeting
will be held tonight at Pagliai's

Ladiesof theOaks
The Ladies Golf at Oaks
Country club was played on
Wednesday with a scramble
format.
Janet Kirk and Cynthia Darnall served as hostesses.
First place winners were
Cynthia Darnall, Shirley Jenstrom and Melonie Lowe, extra
shot was taken.
Second place winners were
Bronda Parker, Laura Parker,
Jo Anne Auer and Shirley Wade.
All members are encouraged to attend each Wednesday beginning at 9 a.m. A
potluck luncheon and business
meeting previously scheduled
for Aug. 16, has been rescheduled and will be held Munediately after golf play.
The ladies also host a golf
scramble every Monday beginning at 5:30 p.m. Melonie
Lowe is hostess. It is not necessary to sign up for this play.

Ladiesofhliller
Ladies met at Miller Memorial Golf Course for their weekly 9-hole golf scramble on Tuesday.
The team of Kim Hopkins
and Karen Balzer finished in
first, with Melanie Lowe and
Cathy Young coming in second place.
The scramble is open to all
lady golfers.
Anyone wishing to play
should contact the pro shop at
809-2238 for further information.

s
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Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG, 2;
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Snakes On A Plane

R - 7:05 - 9:25
Mtn in,CrIbeisDen Mn'• Nit
PG13 - 9:10

Barnyard
PG - 7:10
Accepted
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:30

Tfdladega Nights
PG13- 7:25 - 9:40
World Trade Center
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:50

Pulse
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:35
Step Up
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:20
Program Information Call 753-3314

The Relay for Life 2007 committee meet6
ing will be held at Pagliai's tonight at
at
p.m. Members are requested to come
5:30 p.m. to order your.4od and get settled before the meeting.
All interested persons are invited to
attend to plan for this special event in
2007," said Kathy M. Hodge, chairman.
The Tee It Up for Life Golf Tournament to benefit Relay for Life will be Friday at the Murray Country Club. Lunch
lo's
will be served at 11:30 a.m. with a shotDatebook gun
start at 12:30 p.m. For more inforBy Jo Burkeen
contact Pam Whittemore at pam.whtmation
Community
temore@cancer.org.
Editor

Need Line lists special needs
for items

Photo provided
, third
assistant
HR
Outland,
Jan
ed
recogniz
recently
Hospital
Murray-Calloway County
VP of
Travis,
Keith
are
right, with an Above and Beyond Award. Also pictured, from left,
Morton,
Hazel
ts;
specialis
HR
man,
Smother
Human Resources; Linda Foley and Lou
; and Keith Bailey, CEO.
administrative assistant; Jack Rose, chair of Board of Trustees

Outland recognized as Above
and Beyond Employee at MCCH
vice president of Human
Resources. "We are pleased
to acknowledge her service and
support of the employees of
Murray Calloway County Hospital with this Above and
Beyond designation."
Outland has worked at
MCCH for the past 25 years,
serving most of her years as
Spring Creek Health Care. She
has worked in the business
office in payroll and billing
and most recently as assistant
in the Human Resources department. She is married to Dale
and has two daughters, Sheri
Outland, a nurse in PCU and
Melissa Watkins, who is
employed by Murray State University.
The Journey to Excellence

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to recognize Jan Outland, human
resources assistant, for,receiving an Above and Beyori award
through the Journey to Excellence program at the hospital.
Outland was nominated for
the award for all of the help
she provided with the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Annual Service Awards Banquet. Additionally, this award
was given to recognize her as
the ticket coordinator for various employee activities sponsored by the Pathfinders Cornmince at MCCH.
"Jan's experience and helpful attitude serve her well in
the role in the Human Resource
department," said Keith Travis.

second;
Ladies of the Murray Coun- Peggy Shoemaker;
First flight - Teresa Betts, first,
Norma
Orr,
lnus
3
Tee
on
golf
play
will
try Club
Venela Barbara Gray, second:
and
Gray
Barbara
Frank,
Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Second flight - lnus Orr, first,
Ward;
Linda Burgess, phone 293Tee 4 - Sheila Lipsey, Susan Marilyn Adkins. second;
6435, will be hostess. Anyone Johnson and Ann Brown.
Third flight - Norma Frank,
not listed may come and be
Winners of golf play on first, Sheila Lipsey, second;
Nine holes - Rainey Apperpaired at the tee.
Aug. 16 have been released
The line-up has been released by Rainey Apperson, hostess, son, first, Patsy Chaney, second;
as follows:
as follows:
Overall low putts. Linda
Championship flight - Betty
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom.
ye Severns. Linda Burgess and Jo Purdom, first, Sue Outland, Burgess.

KenlakeladiesColf
The Kenlake Ladies Golf
League had their regular day
of golf on Wednesday at the
Hamrick Memorial Golf Course
at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Fifteen ladies were present.
The winning team of the
morning game was composed
of Lisa Toon, Freda Elkins and

Ladies at Sullivan's Par 3
Golf Course had a golf scram•
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Retirement Center
by Mona Peeler
We've had a full week of entertainment We started the week off with
piano music by Stan Johnson on
Sunday and then Misty Williams on
Tuesday Then we enjoyed the Gospel
Echoes and the Northside Baptist
Church Youth Group We really apprek tate all of them taking time out of
their busy summer schedules to entertain us
We had an unusual day on Wednesday
with "Show & Tell" The residents
brought some of their treasures that
were unique and told the story behind
them Margaret Owens brought a very
special necklace she got when she was
lb years old tier story is very interesting in how she finally got it from an
Indian Pawn Shop
We had an afternoon of fun and
earnes on Wednesday We had fresh
pineapples and gave away pnres One
of the games we played was word
Skinner
Clara
and
scramble
"outwrambled" them all
Gen Anderen had a fun day with a
group of her fnends for lunch and fellowship
1>ariene Cumpk celebrated her bulbweek Darlene is one of 011f
jay
1...14,4 who keeps Us all -well (ml" She
An make some wonderful homemade
rolls and some reallv naughty desserts
Diane Scott is also .eletwating her
birthday with us on Monday She • the
'new kid on the block.- since she's
only been with us for a couple of
•mks She is doing a great lob keeping
ow building squeaky clean Were glad
to have both Darlene and DIM* with

lyn Blivin, Dotty Elliott, Ann
Tynes, Martha Lewis, Joanne
Welsch and Betty Judah
The ladies meet each
Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. for
league play. Anyone interested
in joining the group is welcome to come out any Wednesday morning and play.

CouplesofSullivan's
•
Our Registered
•
Bridal Couples:

HAPPENINGS

Gloria Theis.
Elkins had a chip in on
number six. Louise Parker met
one of her goals and had chip
in on number seven.
Other players were Joanne
Honefanger, Kay Lockhart,
Phyllis Emery, Mary Madajczyk, Mary Neale Barton, Eve-

•
•
•

Leanne Smith
& Adam Scott
Tanya Nichols
& John Geurin

•
•
•

Haley Lynn
& Andrew Vincent

•

Jessica Watson
& Darren Crutcher

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nellie Lewis
& Andy Roy
Mae Flint
& Todd Goselin
Jessica Huscusson
& Toby Kimbro

Keisha Damell
& Jeff Kinsley

•

Baby Contest g
BeacIdel Search

•
•

Kacee Stonecipher
& Landon Barrow

—

•
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Don't Miss Out! Call today to
quality to win a $10,000.00 bond!
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The Climate Committee of Murray Elementary School Based
Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
conference room. All interested persons are invited.

TOPS meeting on Tuesday

Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet at University
Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart on Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the
carport is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information
call Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

Alzheimer's Group will meet Tuesdayp.m.
Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer vision and glaucoma screenings and blood pressure and
pulse checks on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. at Olympic Plaza, Murray.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus

The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo every Tuesday
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local,
national and international charities. For more information call
293-7061.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a rttilem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Calloway County High School announces that seventh grade
writing portfolios are available for pick-up in the school's main
office. Any student of the 2006 graduating class that attended
Calloway County .Middle School during their seventh grade
school year may pick up portfolios from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
until Sept. I. 2006. At that time, any portfolios remaining will
be destroyed.
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Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
executive
An
School.
High
County
Calloway
of
room
band
committee meeting will be at 6:30 p.m. The boosters support
both the high school and middle school band programs and all
middle and high school parents and interested persons are
encouraged to attend. Boosters are asked to note the time
change.

Parker was closest to the pin Lodge meeting is tonight
ble on Monday.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
The first team with a score on hole number 12.
In Senior Couples Scram- tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Ky. Hwy. 121
of 53 was composed of Daisy
Durham, Stanley Edwards, ble on Thursday, the team of North and Robertson Road North, Murray.
Loretta Earles and Louise Park- Bobbie and Freda Elkins, Wes
er. Durham had a chip in on and Priscilla Holt, and Jerrell Support Group will meet
and Jamie Mullins placed first
hole number 15.
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7
Priscilla
46.
of
score
a
with
score
a
with
second
Placing
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
of 54 was the team of Mary had a chip in on hole number both parents due to death and to help each other through the
Neale Barton, Priscilla Holt, 15.
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753
The second place team con- 7129.
Loretta Mann and Gayle
sisted of Evelyn Blivin, Terry
Weaver.
Doughrity, Ellen Jones and
another
a
on
Previously
Assistant places requesting donations
Monday,the team of Anna Cole- Noi-m Jordan with a score of
Merryman House Domestic Crisis Center and the Gentry
man and daughter, Sharon, and 46.
Homeless Shelter, both of Murray, are partnering up
House
Doughrity had chip in on
Gayle Weaver placed first with
and asking for help with items needed to assist clients that
a score of 54. The second hole number 16 while Jordan have been misplaced from their permanent homes. Many of
place team of Mary Neal Bar- scored a chip in on hole num- these individuals have children. Current items needed are towton, Linda Demrow and Freda ber 5. Jerry Weaver was closed els, wash cloths, kitchen trash bags, toilet paper. paper towels,
to the pin on hole number 6
Elkins had a score of 56.
hair conditioner, cleaning supplies and old cell phones. Items
Stanley Edwards had chip and Jerrell Mullins on hole num- may be taken to Merryman House at 629 Broad St. Ext. or
in on hole number 4 and Louise ber 16.
Gentry House at 716 Nash Dr., between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 3 p.m.. Monday through Fnday. Both offices are United
Way agencies and are located across from each other. For more
information call 759-2373 or 753-5000, ext. 306.

Covor

Julie Bartlett
•
Hammack III
James
&
•
•

•

g
Laker Band Boosters plan meetin
at 7 p.m.

Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Cindy Ragsdale L.S.W. at 762-1108.

LadlesoffelurrayCountryClub

•

Hickory Woods

program at MCCH provides
the opportunity for guests,
patients, and employees to recognize MCCH employees for
any good deed, big or small,
by completing a card describing the deed or act done. Those
deeds or acts that result in
positive guest relations, fulfills
one or more of the hospital's
values: "Moving forward with
compassion, confidentiality, and
honesty built upon respect and
teamwork," and goes above
and beyond required job duties,
will be reviewed and recognized
by MCCH.
Cards to nominate employees for going "Above and
Beyond" are available at the
hospital and off-site facilities.

to fill the
Need Line has released special needs
selfmeal,
corn
ising
self-r
include
sacks for the clients. They
basic starising flour, vegetable oil or shortening for pantry
or northples; salmon, sauerkraut, canned chicken, dried pinto
vegetables for
ern beans, spinach for pantry; eggs and fresh
women,
cooler/freezer; dish liquid, deodorant for men and
cleaning
shampoo and bath tissue for personal hygiene and
the
supplies large brown paper bags. Items may be taken to
office at 638 South $th St., Murray, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.
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FARM
Norsworthy earns scholarship

Kentucky soybean yield
contest is underway
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PRINCETON, Ky. — In an plaque and $50 cash award.
effort to encourage producers to Cash awards may be adjusted
strive for higher yields and to due to available funds and will
promote the use of good cultur- only be presented to those who
al practices to increase prof- attend the awards banquet.
itability for the betterment of
All state and division winKentucky Agriculture, the ners will receive awards during
Kentucky Soybean Promotion the
Commodity
2007
Board (KSPB) has announced Conference held in Louisville,
the 2006 Kentucky Soybean Ky., Jan. 19, 2007. Winners
Yield Contest.
will be provided lodging during
Any producer (owner-opera- the awards banquet by the
tor, tenant, or tenant-landlord) KSPB. The Kentucky Soybean
who produces ten acres or more Association (KSA) will award
the all state and division winners
in
of
soybean
Commonwealth is eligible to with a one year complimentary
enter in either the Single-Crop membership in the Association.
or Double-Crop Division. The
The outstanding Agricultural
contest area must be located in
Extension Agents will also be
the state and the deadline for the
recognized and awarded for
contest is Dec. 5.
their efforts. The agent with
This year's awards include:
the State Champion from
Champion: his/her county will receive a
State
—
Highest Yield Per Acre in State $250 cash award. The agent
(Division I or II)...A trip for who submits completed entries
producer and spouse with up to having the highest average yield
$1,000 toward expenses for for the top 3 entries will also
travel, lodging and registration receive a $250 cash award. A
to the Commodity Classic $500 cash award will be present
Annual Meeting (provided by to the agent with the most comKSPB), a trophy and a $200 pleted entries from his/her
cash award. Please note the county.
State Champion is not eligible
Any Agricultural Extension
for any other award.
Agent who submits three or
— Division I: Single-Crop more completed entries (and
Soybeans
who did not receive one of the
a. First Place Highest Yield other three agent awards listed
Per Acre...Trophy and $500 above) will receive up to a $100
cash award.
cash aWard. If more than 10
b. Second Place Highest agents meet this criteria, the
Yield Per Acre...Trophy and award money will be prorated to
$250 cash award.
not exceed more than an overall
— Division II: Double- total of $1,000.
Crop Soybeans
The University of Kentucky
First Place Highest Cooperative Extension Service
a.
Yield Per Acre.. Trophy and sponsors the Kentucky Soybean
$500 cash award.
Yield Contest along with the
b. Second Place Highest Kentucky Soybean Association
_Yield Per Acre...Trophy and and Promotion Board and cooperating Agribusinesses related
$250 cash award.
— District Awards: State to soybean production.
For a copy of the Rules and
award winners will not receive
Regulations you can contact
district awards.
Agriculture
county
The producer with the high- your
the KSA
or
Agent
Extension
the
of
each
in
est yield per acre
six districts will receive a office at 800-232-6769.

Brent Norsworthy

Brent Norsworthy of Murray
is being recognized for his academic record, character, leadership abilities, and community
service involvement with a
TFPP scholarship from Philip
Morns USA(PM USA).
The scholarship is renewable
for as many as five years, provided Norsworthy can meet academic and eligibility requirements of the program.
The recipients were selected
from a competitive pool of students that included 190 applicants.
Norsworthy, who is currently
a senior at Murray State
University, is pursuing a degree
in graphic communication management.
"Philip Morris USA believes
that U.S. tobacco is the highest
quality in the world and the

quality of American tobacco has
contributed to our company's
success," said Jeanette Hubbard,
Philip Morris USA's vice president. Leaf. "We value it for the
contribution it makes to the
quality of our products."
Dependents of tobacco farmers who have current tobacco
agreements with the Philip
Morris are eligible for the college scholarships. In addition to
the 10 North Carolina scholarship recipients, Philip Morris
gave similar scholarships to 57
students from other states across
the southeastern United States.
Since the program began in
2000, more than $1.1 million in
scholarships have been awarded
to recognize the accomplishments of children of its tobacco
farmer partners.
Qualified students who plan

or
college
attend
to
vocational/technical schools, or
who are currently enrolled in
college, can apply for scholarships. Recipients are eligible to
receive as much as $4,000 per
year for undergraduate scholarships and $2,000 a year for
vocational/technical scholarships.
As an addition to the program, this year Philip Morris is
offering scholarships to studenla
planning to continue their education in graduate school.
Scholarships are renewed annually provided the students meet
academic and eligibility requirements.
PM USA, the nation's largest
cigarette manufacturer, contracts with thousands of U.S.
tobacco farmers each year
through the TFPP.

,1

Women in Agriculture
conference starts Nov. 1
The
PRINCETON, Ky. —
Kentucky Women in Agriculture
organization reflects the diversity of
women in all aspects of agriculture,
from landowner to producer. The
group's upcoming conference offers
educational opportunities as diverse as
today's farm women.
"Rooted in Tradition - Exploring the
Future" is the theme for the seventh
Kentucky Women in Agriculture
Conference Nov. 1-3 at the Clarion
Hotel & Conference Center in
Louisville.
Two preconference workshops,
Risk-Assessed Business Planning for
Small Producers and From Field to
Table, will kick off activities Nov 1.
The business planning workshop is
designed for anyone wanting to
improve the financial outcomes of their
agricultural enterprise. Marion Simon
from Kentucky State University will
conduct the workshop. There is no
charge for this workshop. Advance
registration is required and limited to
the first 25 registrants.
From Farm to Table workshop participants will learn about the University
of Kentucky College of Agriculture's
Sustainable
and
Crops
New
Agriculture programs and the Slow
Foods movement across the country.

Registration fee is $10 and includes
lunch and transportation for an afternoon tour of Oxmoor Gardens,
Creation Gardens and Grateful Green.
Advance registration is required and
limited to the first 40 registrants.
The conference begins Nov. 2 with
Donya Lester, an Indiana farm wife and
executive secretary of the Purdue
Agricultural Alumni Association, as
the featured speaker. Three sets of concurrent sessions will be offered
throughout the day in tracks titled heritage, agritourism, farm safety and
security, and telling your story.
Adventures:
"Agriculture
Kentucky," a traveling program sponsored by the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture that introduces agriculture
to schoolchildren, will be featured at
lunch. The evening will conclude with
"Taste of Kentucky," where participants will be able to sample many
value-added Kentucky products.
Activities on Friday morning will
include a series of roundtable discussions. Preregistration for the conference is required, and registration is limited. The registration deadline is Oct.
20. Registration forms, fee and scholarship information, and conference
updates are available at www.kywomeninag.org.

t

AP
FAIR COW: Greg Muntz of Cynthiana leads a
Junior Yearling Holstein heifer into the show
ring during cattle judging at the Kentucky
State Fair Friday in Louisville.

Farmers hope boom in ethanol
need will boost corn profits
By JIM PAUL
Associated Press Writer
URBANA, Ill. (AP) — The
supply-andof
principle
demand has corn farmer David
Kurtz bubbling with enthusiasm about the future of his
business.
Dozens of ethanol plants
under construction across the
Midwest and Great Plains will
mean more demand for corn,
and that likely will lead to
higher prices and bigger profits.
"I happen to be more
encouraged by what I see
going on in agriculture now
than anytime from the time I
got involved in it in 1977,"
said Kurtz, who farms about
800 acres southeast of Urbana.
"More demand for corn, it's
very simple, it leads to higher
prices."
More than three dozen
ethanol plants are under construction or expansion. according to the Renewable Fuels
Association. Add those to
nearly 100 that are already
producing and it's easy to recognize the need for much more
of the gasoline additive's
major raw material, says
Darrel L. Good, a crop marketing specialist at the University
of Illinois.
In fact, the portion of the
U.S. corn crop consumed for
ethanol production is projected
to rise from 12 percent in
2004-05 to 23 percent in 201415. according to a U.S.
Department of Agriculture
report released earlier this

year. American fanners grew
about 11.1 billion bushels of
corn last year.
"1 think very quickly,
maybe as soon as next year, we
need another five million acres
of corn, 5 to 6 percent more
corn," Good says, assessing
the nationwide need. "And
maybe we need to add to that a
little more in '08."
That means farmers, who
already are beginning to think
about next year's crops, need
to decide now whether to plant
more acres of corn, he said.
Many of those extra acres
could come from more farmers
breaking traditional crop rotation patterns and planting corn
on the same ground corn is
growing on this year.
"If they're going to do cornon-corn it implies maybe some
more fall tillage, more fertilizer needs, more cash needs, difference in seed requirements,"
Good said. "You can't wait
until the last minute to make
all those decisions."
Good and colleague Gary
Schnitkey developed a formula
for farmers to determine
whether growing more corn
might be more profitable than
keeping a 50-50 corn-soybean
rotation. They determine a
break-even price for growing
corn by considering the difference between the cost of growing corn and the cost of growing soybeans — which they set
at about $110 per acre — soybean price relative to soybean
yield and corn price relative to

NIGS
ET'
GREIf you
are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY OREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

our
We want to bring you gifts from many of
way of
business and professional people. It's their
saying, We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 ears!

On the Net
Good and Schnttkey's
report
wvAcfarmdoc.uiuc.edu/
t.Lirn yield.
Using a $6 per bushel
benchmark price for soybeans,
Good and Schnitkey reason
that the break-even price for
corn would be about $2.40 per
bushel. Prices above that favor
growing more corn while
prices below favor soybeans.
"I think for a lot of producers, particularly in high-productive corn areas, you're
going to find that break-even
price is at a pretty reasonable
level and probably at or below
what the market is offering for
the '07, '08 and '09 crop,"
Good told farmers attending
the university's Agronomy
Day last week. "We believe
that there is a lot of momentum
here, a lot of attractiveness to
growing more corn, but you've
got to push the pencil on it
here as you make the decision."
But farmers do have some
time to be cautious, said Philip
Shane, market development
director for the Illinois Corn
Growers Association. Recent
abundant crops have left a surplus in storage and a decline in
exports could help meet
ethanol's demands, he said
"The corn is there. It's just
going to be shuffled and price
is going to dictate that," Shane
said.
Even so, short-term demand
for more corn to feed ethanol
plants is inevitable, and that
has farmers like Kurtz smiling.
"The biggest bugaboo to
agriculture for the last 30 years
has been too much. Now we
can have too little. That's
exciting," he said. "All of sudden, the supply-demand balance is in our favor and it
never has been."

SPACE

available on
www.murrayledgencont

contact ads@murrayledger.com
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Ramsey murder suspect spends the night in U.S. Jail

AP Photo
John Mark Karr, the suspect in the 1996 killing of six-year-old
JonBenet Ramsey, sits in business class on his way from
Bangkok to Los Angeles on Sunday. Agents wearing U.S.
Customs shirts met Karr as he left the jet ahead of all other
passengers and the group disappeared from the view of
reporters on the flight. He was later turned over to local
authorities and flown by helicopter to a Los Angeles County
jail complex near downtown.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — "high power" cell for noteworJohn Mark Karr's return to the thy inmates, checked by guards
U.S. took him from clinking his every 15 minutes, and separated
champagne glass during a luxu- from other inmates who often
rious flight over the Pacific to a target suspected child molesters,
high-security jail where he was sheriff's officials said.
Boulder County authorities
awaiting a transfer to face
charges in JonBenet Ramsey's said Karr was expected to have
an extradition hearing in Los
murder.
Los Angeles police detained Angeles within days, and would
Karr on a warrant from Boulder be taken to Colorado if he
County, Colo., after he arrived waived extradition. No hearing
in California from Bangkok, date was immediately set.
Karr, who last week suddenThailand, and turned him over
Sheriff's ly emerged as a suspect in a case
county
the
to
Department late Sunday, said long believed to have gone cold,
sheriff's spokesman Steve told reporters in Thailand that he
was with 6-year-old JonBenet
Whitmore.
A helicopter brought him when she died in the basement
from the airport to the sheriff's of her home on Dec. 26, 1996,
Twin Towers jail shortly before but that her death was an accimidnight in a sobering end to a dent.
U.S. officials have been
day that began in Bangkok and
included champagne and fine silent about what Karr told them
dining aboard a Thai Airways during interrogations.
The 41-year-old school
flight.
"He is going to be housed teacher's return to the United
here in the men's jail, kept in States was voluntary, and he
isolation in a 6-by-9 room with a was not handcuffed before or
bed, a toilet no windows and no during the 15-hour flight.
Dressed in a red, shortphones," Whitmore said. "He'll
get regular food. He'll get jail sleeve, button-down shirt and
chow, he won't get king crab. black tie, Karr was whisked
Muang
Don
through
I'll tell you that."
in
Airport
Karr was to be held in a International

Bangkok. He chatted with fellow passengers at the departure
gate.
Aboard the jet he took a window seat next to Mark Spray, an
investigator with the Boulder
County district attorney's office.
The escort also included a U.S.
Embassy official and an agent
with "Homeland Security" on
his shirt.
Before takeoff, Karr took a
glass of champagne from a
flight attendant and clinked
glasses with Spray, who sipped
orange juice.
Karr first dined on pate,
salad, fried king prawn, steamed
rice, broccoli and chocolate
cake. He also had a beer —
crushing the empty can with his
hands — and then had a glass of
French chardonnay.
Karr appeared to order the
drinks himself.
He later dined on roast duck
with soy sauce and yellow noodles, and for his third meal had
pizza, chocolates and a bottle of
Evian.
He sometimes conversed
with Spray, who took notes on
some of the remarks. Karr told
an AP reporter that it was "small
talk."

Also during the flight, Karr
flipped through movie channels,
watched 'The Last Samurai."
dozed and made several trips to
the restroorn accompanied by
two guards. Each time the door
was left slightly ajar.
At one point he changed out
of the red shirt and tie, replacing
them with a blue polo, but then
changed back into the shirt and
tie before the landing.
Hours before Karr's departure, a doctor at. a Bangkok clinic specializing in sex-change
surgery said Karr had come in
for treatment.
Bangkok, where Karr lived
on and off for two years, is
regarded as a center for sex
The
operations.
change
Pratunam clinic advertises sexchange surgery for $1,625 — a
bargain compared to U.S.
prices, where male-to-female
reassignment surgery can cost
tens of thousands of dollars.
Karr, once detained on
charges of possessing child
pornography, in recent years
apparently traveled to Europe,
Central America and Asia to
search for teaching jobs. He
taught in at least two Thai
schools.

Murder charge filed as investigators search for bodies in rural Missouri
DREXEL, Mo. (AP) — A
Missouri man who police say
confessed to killing, dismembering and burning the bodies of
seven men in his bedroom fireplace was charged Sunday with
one count of murder.
Michael Lee Shaver Jr., 33,
was charged with first-degree
murder and armed criminal
action related to a killing around
the fall 2001.
Shaver, who police say spontaneously confessed after he was
arrested following a failed carjacking, told investigators that
he had shot and killed seven people at his residence during drug
transactions so he could take
their money and drugs, Cass
County Sheriff's Capt. Chuck
Stocking said.
Shaver claimed that after he
killed the men — all between the
ages of 20 and 40 and from the
Kansas City area — he dismembered the bodies, burned the
parts in a fireplace in his bedroom, then used a hammer to

large
crush
and
bones
skulls, authorities and the
probable case
statement said.
Shaver said
he then spread
the bone fragments around
his back yard.
Shaver
Investigators
found bone fragments from two
people Saturday on the plot of
land northeast of Drexel in western Missouri, and were scouring
the property for additional victims.
Authorities did not know
be
would
Shaver
when
arraigned, and police didn't
know whether he had an attorney.
Authorities said they aren't
ruling out the possibility that he
is exaggerating about the
killings.
"He can say that he killed 50,
but we have to prove that he

pi A

actually did," Stocking said.
Shaver was arrested Friday
after he and another man,
Nathan Wasmer, 27, were in a
speeding vehicle that went off
the side of the road and wrecked,
Stocking said. He said the two
men tried to carjack a witness.
but fled after they couldn't get
into the woman's vehicle.
The witness told a 911 dispatcher that the two men were
armed with guns. The men were
tracked down to a residential
area, where Wasmer surrendered
after- an hour-long standoff and
Shaver was found about a halfhour later hiding in a nearby
yard, officials said.
Stocking said Shaver told
deputies as he was being placed
into a patrol car that he knew of
human remains on the wooded
property where he lives, and that
he wanted to talk to someone
about it.
The bone fragments that have
been identified as human by a
forensic anthropologist were 1-

view tite

AP

Members of the Cass County Sheriffs Department, Missouri State Highway Patrol and the
Jackson County Medical Examiner's Office search for human remains at a rural Cass County,
Mo, residence located northeast of Drexel on Sunday.
to 1 1/2-inches in diameter,
The deaths occurred over

44att

about five years, investigators
said. The most recent remains

are several months old, Cpl.
Kevin Tiernan said.
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-64 years in business
-Owned by you, our customers
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but we are here for the long haul!

Quality Service. Low Rates.
Learn more at
murraysky.net
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Racers turn to turf
at Roy Stewart to
work on game prep
MSU SCHEDULED TO HOLD
FINAL TWO-A-DAYS TODAY

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times

receiver Justin Cherry as teamCalloway County senior linebacker Jon Young (30) brings down Dyersburg wide
Lakers fell to the Trojans 48the
rally,
late
a
mate Aaron Dossey (40) hustles in to assist on the play. Despite
27 in the fourth annual Pella Progress Bowl.

CALLOWAY'S FOURTH-QUARTER RALLY
COMES A IJUIE..LATE IN LOSS TO TROJANS
scorr

NANNEY
By
Sports Editor
Just by looking at the scoreboard on Saturday night, one
might assume that the Calloway
County Lakers didn't make
much "progress" in the season-opening Pella Progress
Bowl.
A myriad of costly mistakes — namely four fumbles,
two blocked punts and an
interception — would seem to
back that theory up.
However, there were nearly as many positive signs as
there were negative for second-year Calloway head coach
Josh McKeel, who watched
his ball club's spirited fourthquarter rally come up short
in a 48-27 loss to Dyersburg,
Tenn., in the fourth annual bowl
at newly-renovated Ty Holland Stadium.
"We never gave up," McKeel said of his charges, whose
20 points in the final 12 minutes wasn't enough to overcome a 41-7 deficit. "We've
got some competitors on this
team. They've worked so hard,
and they're tired of losing. ...
Our kids continue to fight.
Eventually, good things are
going to happen to these young
people because they continue
to do that."
The youthful Lakers — who

feature 21 underclassmen on
their 47-man roster — had
plenty of fight in them early
on. But that same youthful
exuberance also helped bury
them, as the Trojans helped
their own cause by scoring
21 of 28 unanswered points
on three CCHS miscues to
build a 28-0 advantage.
Calloway, which went threeand-out on the first possession of the contest, found
themselves trailing 7-0 with
less than two minutes off the
clock, when Aaron Dossey's
punt was blocked inside the
Laker 5-yard line and recovered in the end zone for a
touchdown by Dyersburg's
Justin Cherry.
Already up 14-0 early in
the second quarter, the Trojans got to another Dossey
punt deep in Calloway territory. Two plays later, junior
quarterback Rashad Taylor
scampered into the end zone
for Dyersburg's third score
and a three-touchdown advantage.
Things went from bad to
worse for the Lakers on the
ensuing kickoff, when the kick
was mishandled by a CCHS
player and recovered by the
Trojans at the Laker 39. Four
plays later, senior fullback
Shane Miles found paydirt from

23 yards out.
"We put the ball on the
ground a lot," said McKeel.
"You can't turn the football
over that many times against
a quality football team and
expect to have positive things
happen. We've got to go back
and work on ball security.
That really came back to get
us."
While the Calloway coaches were preaching ball security on their sideline, the Trojans also had their share of
problems hanging on to the
ball, losing it three times themfirst
Dyersburg's
selves.
turnover led to the first Laker
score — a 61-yard heave from
senior quarterback Logan Seay
to fellow senior wide receiver Chase Chrisman with 2:46
heft in the first half.
Another Dyersburg mistake
in the fourth quarter also aided
the Lakers' comeback attempt.
After a 10-yard scoring run
by Tyrell Willis sliced the Trojan lead to 41-20 with 3:39
left, Calloway recovered a fumble at the Dyersburg 15-yard
line on the Trojans' first play
of their next offensive series.
One play later, junior running
back Trey Travis sprinted in
for the Laker score, giving
CCHS fans hope at 41-27 with
still 3:28 remaining.

By MSU Sports Information
Game preparation, warm-ups and two-minute drill work
highlighted Sunday's practice session for the Murray State
Racers, who worked out on the turf at Roy Stewart Stadium.
At the beginning of practice, the MSU coaches introduced their players to the pre-game procedure for warming up and preparing for
every game of the season. In addition, the
team worked on the two-minute drill.
The Racers began practice just as if they
were getting ready to play a game. The
kickers came out first to begin warming
up. The quarterbacks soon followed, and
then the remainder of the team joined those
on the field and the whole team moved to
warm-up drills.
After pre-game preparations, the Racers moved into position drill work followed by 6-on-7, short passing routes,
work.
Most of yesterday's session was spent on two-minute
drill practice. The defense stopped the offense twice from
its own 35-yard line. The offense then took two possessions with 49 seconds left and the ball on the opponent's
45-yard line.
In Saturday's practice session, the Racers focused on the
basics as temperatures rose into the mid-90s.
The linebackers worked with defensive coordinator Rich
Nagy on moving from side to side while hurdling pads,
all while keeping their heads up and catching a ball thrown
from Nagy.
The defensive linemen worked on recovering fumbles
from the line of scrimmage and diving full extension after

7 24 7 10 — 48
0 7 0 20 — 27
First Quarter
o — Blocked punt recovered by
Cherry (Youmans kick), 10:22.
Second Quarter
D — Caldwell 5 run (Youmans kick).
1120
D — Taylor 11 run (Youmans kick),
8:16.
D — Miles 23 run (Youmans kick).
5:56.
C — Chnsman 61 pass from Seay
(Asher kick). 2:46.
D — Youmans 41 Fa 006
Third Quarter
D — Taylor 38 run (Youmans kick),
619
Fourth Quarter
D — Youmans 28 FG, 1157
C — Chrtsman 5 run (kick failed).
8:11.
C — Willis 10 run (Asher kick), 3:39
C — Travis 15 run (Asher kick), 3:28.
D — Chrerry 99 int. return (Youmans
kick). 1 34

Dyersburg
Calloway

First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Corn p Aft-Int
Total Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — (Dyersburg) Caldwell
12-68 TD, Taylor 4-58 2TD. Miles 4-50
TO. Thompson 10-31 (Calloway) T
Willis 5-76 TD. Clymer 10-55, Seay 937. Travis 6-31 TD, Chnsman 4-6 TO,
Brockman 1 -1 . LitTlepage 1-1
PASSING — (Dyersburg) Taylor 6-9-0
65 (Callowa)') Seay 7-12-1 126 TD.
Brockman 1-2-021
RECEIVING — (Dyersburg) Miles 223. Chapman 2-17. Cherry 1-13, Young
1-12. (Calloway) Chnsman 5-112 TO,
Dial 1-21. Burks 1-7, Clymer 1-7.

WOODS CONQUERS FIELD
AGAIN ON A MAJOR SUNDAY
MEDINAH, Ill. (AP) — No one is standing between
Tiger Woods and Jack Nicklaus now.
All that separates golf's two greatest players is a halfdozen majors. And at the rate Woods is going, those six
titles aren't going to keep him at bay for long.
"It's still a long way away. It's not something I could
get next year," Woods insisted. "It took Jack over 20 years
to get his. It's going to take a career, and I've just got to
keep plugging along and keep trying to win these things."
He seems to have the hang of it so far. Woods closed
with a 4-under 68 for a five-shot victory in the PGA
Championship on Sunday, winning his 12th career major.
Only Nicklaus, with 18, has more.

The Lakers' comeback candle was shining even brighter
on the ensuing kickoff, when
a long onside kick was run
down and recovered by speedy

CARPENTER NAILS DOWN
ANOTHER WIN FOR ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO (AP) — Chris son at Wrigley Field with a 2Carpenter put an end to the Car- 8 record.
The Cardinals won their only
dinals' horrible season at Wrigley
Field with another strong out- two games of the season at
Wrigley during the three-game
ing.
eight series,
pitched
Carpenter
"We're going series to series
innings to win his second straight
game to game. As long as
and
homestart and Chris Duncan
red for the third consecutive game we're playing well, we'll be
to lead the St. Louis Cardinals fine. I don't think it has anyover the Chicago Cubs 5-3 Sun- thing to do with Chicago," Carpenter said. "We feel good that
day.
AP
Juan Encarnacion also hit a we came in here and took two
tins Carpenter delivers to the Chicago Cubs during the three-run homer for the Cardi- out of three."
ond inning in Chicago Sunday. The Cardinals beat nals, who ended their worst seaCubs 5-3.

AP
Tiger Woods celebrates after winning the 88th PGA
Championship golf tournament at Medinah Country
Club Sunday in Medinah, IW
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From Page 18
Junior Douglass Willis at the
Dyersburg 23.
Calloway appeared to tighten the noose a little further
on the Trojans when Nathan
Clymer picked up three yards
on a first-down run and Seay
hit Chrisman for a 15-yard gain
to the 13.
However, the Laker rally
effectively ended two plays later
when a Seay pass near the 5
yard line bounced off a CCHS
receiver and into the hands of
Cherry, who raced 99 yards
down the left sideline for the
final score of the game.
Despite the failed comeback
attempt, McKee' praised his
squad's effort.
"I learned that I've got the
greatest team in western Kentucky," McKee! noted. "Some
people would smirk at that,
but I learned that I have (47)
young men who want to play
the game of football and will
play it the way it's supposed
to be played.
"These kids are going to fight
to the bitter end, recovering
onside kicks, making passes
and doing everything. These
guys were not wanting to come
off the field."
Mc Keel also saw some
encouraging signs from a few
younger players — namely
freshman running back Tyrell
Willis, who bounced back from
a slow start to help spark the
Lakers' comeback with 76 yards
rushing on just five carries.
"He never got going early
on, but he played every snap
of defense at defensive end,
too," McKeel said of Willis.
"He's got a lot of potential.
You've just got to remember
that he's young right now and
he's going to keep growing.
The future's very bright for
him. And, fortunately because
he's a Laker, it's bright for
his team, as well."
Overall, Calloway outgainedthe Trojans 354-292, including
207 yards on the ground and
147 through the air. Meanwhile, the Laker defense held
star running back Tyler Caldwell to 68 yards on 12 carries and forced three Trojan
turnovers.
"We were physically outmanned at times," admitted
McKeel. "They're a big and
physical football team, but
we're continuing to get better.
... We're not where we want
to be just yet, but we're getting there."

From Page 18
a loose ball on pads. The defensive backs worked on breaking up passes on short slant
routes.
wide
On offense, the
receivers worked on catching
balls and staying in-bounds,
and catching fades with coach
Kevin Cahill on their heels,
serving as a defensive back.
The fullbacks worked on blocking and protection, and the
quarterbacks worked on ball
placement, throwing to a receiver's back shoulder, numbers
and low throws.
The special teams worked
on punt formation and protection, while strength coach Justin
Cecil worked individually with
players for the second consecutive day with a medicine ball
to improve strength and with
a large elastic strap to improve
balance.
The Racers were scheduled
to hold their final two-a-day
of preseason camp today.

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS•MURRAY,KY
KFIlimurros.xem
stuart. oiexonder livtbins.cem
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
AN Times CDT
East Division
L Pot GB
W
—
75 413 610
New York
14
496
62
61
Philacielphe
17
58 65 472
Atlanta
18
57 66 463
Ronda
54 70 43521 1/2
Washington
Central Division
L Pet GS
W
—
66 57 537
Si Louis
64 60 516 2 1/2
Cincinnati
1/2
59 65 476 7
Houston
59 65 476 7 1/2
Milwaukee
13
53 70.431
Chicago
47 77 37919 1/2
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
66 58 532
Los Angeles
4
62 62 500
Arizona
4
62 62.500
San Diego
7
59 65 476
Colorado
7
476
59 65
San Francisco

The Murray Youth Swim Team recently completed it's summer swim season at a
three-way meet with Mayfield in Paris, Tenn. Participating swimmers included (front
row, from left) Knsten Lyons, Celesta Siqueiros, Kaylee Roberson, Nicole McGee,
(middle row) Alex Workman, Rachel Hutson. Etta Danielson, Daniel McGee, Andrew
Anderson, (back row) Coach Pat Wathen, Michaela Rudolph and Jesus Siqueiros.
MYST swimmers are now beginning practices for the fall competitive season.
Recruiting week begins Aug. 28. For more information, call 436-2533.
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From Page 1B
The numbers keep coming.
Woods has won four of the last eight majors,
and is the first player in history to go consecutive years winning at least two majors. It was
his third PGA Championship, two shy of the
record Nicklaus shares with Walter Hagen, and
hii 18-under 270 matched his scoring record
in relation to par.
He also became the first player to win the
PGA Championship twice on the same course,
matching the title he won here in 1999.
"It's really remarkable what he does," marveled Steve Stricker. "That's just hard to believe,
in our day and age, with all of the good players. He's that much better than everybody else."
This was what Woods dreamed of all those
years ago, when he taped a list of Nicklaus'
records up on his bedroom wall. The boy wanted to be the best, and Nicklaus was his gold
standard.
Now 30, with a wife and the maturity that
comes with - life's harshest tests. Nicklaus and
his once-unbeatable records are still what drive
him.
"I just thoroughly enjoy coming down the
stretch on the back nine with a chance to win
it," Woods said. "That's why I practice as hard
as I do. It's what I live for. That, to me, is
the ultimate rush in our sport."
While the Golden Bear needed 25 years to
pile., up all of his titles, Woods has taken just
10 years to win his. Unless someone steps up
— or someone new steps in — it won't be
long before Woods reaches Nicklaus' 18 and

Sunday's Games
Florida 4. Atlanta 3
NY Mets 2, Colorado 0
Cincinnati 5, Pittsburgh 1
Philadelphia 12, Washington 10
Houston 3. Milwaukee 1
St Louis 5. Chicago Cubs 3
San Diego 2. Arizona 1, 10 innings
L.A Dodgers 5, San Francisco 2
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh (Duke 8-10) at Atlanta
iSmortz 10-6), 605 p.m
Washington (Traber 3-1) at Florida
'Sanchez 4-2) 6 05 p m
Houston (Pettitte 11-13) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 10-8), 6_10 p.m
Philadelphia (Lieber 5-9) at Chicago
Cubs iHilt 3-5). 7.05 p.m
L A Dodgers (Billingsley 4-3) at San
Diego (Park 7-7), 905 p.m
Anzona )Hernandez 10-9) at San
Francisco (Lowry 5-7). 9:15 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Washington (Bergmann 0-1) at Florida
iJ Johnson 11-6), 6.05 pm
St Louis (Weaver 5-13) at N.Y Mets
(Maine 3-3), 610 p.m
Houston (Hirsh 1-1) at Cincinnati
(Lohse 0-0). 6:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Chacon 1-1) at Atlanta
(Villarreal 9-1), 635 p.m,
Colorado (Cook 8-11) at Milwaukee
(Capuano 10-8), 7.05 p.m
Philadelphia (Moyer 0-0) at Chicago
Cubs (O'Malley 1-0), 7-05 p.m
L.A. Dodgers (Hendrickson 1-5) at San
Diego (Peavy 6-12), 9:05 p.m
Anzona (Webb 13-5) at San Francisco
(Cain 9-9), 9.15 p.m_

League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GS
W
—
74 48 607
New York
69 54 561 51/2
Boston
9
58.532
66
Toronto
20
55 60.444
Baltimore
49 75 395
26
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pet 68
—
79 45 637
Detroit
593 5 1/2
50
73
Chicago
72 51.585 61/2
Minnesota
56 67 45522 1/2
Cleveland
35
45 81.357
Kansas City
West Division
L Pet GS
W
—
70 54 565
Oakland
66 59 528 4 1/2
Los Angeles
65 60 520 51/2
Texas
14
56 68 452
Seattle
AITIOTIC/in

Sunday's Games
Texas 7. Detroit 6
Cleveland 9 Tampa Bay 4
Toronto 9, Baltimore 2
Oakland 6, Kansas City 4
Minnesota 7, Chicago While Sox 3
L.A. Angels 3. Seattle 2
N.Y. Yankees 6, Boston 5, 10 innings
Mondey's Games
NY Yankees (Lidle 1-2) at Boston
(0 Welts 2-2). 12.05 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 11-5) at
Detroit (Verlander 14-6). 605 pm
Oakland (Harem 11-9) at Toronto (Lilly
10-11). 6.07 pm.
Texas (Eaton 3-2) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 5-61,6 15 pm
Tuesday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Buehrie 10-10) at
Detroit (Rogers 12-6), 6:05 p m
Minnesota (Garza 0-2) at Baltimore
(R Lopez 9-12), 6:05 p.m
Oakland (Halsey 3-3) at Toronto
(Burnett 5-5), 607 p.m.
Texas (Padilla 12-7) at Tampa Bay
tKazmir 10-8), 6:15 p.m
Cleveland (Lee 10-8) at Kansas City
(OPerez 0-1). 7 10 p.m.
N V Yankees (Wright 9-7) at Seattle
(Meche 9-8). 9.05 P.m.
Boston (Undecided) at L.A Angels
(Saunders 4-1). 905 p m

•Cards

guy looks the same every
He's just out there playday....
Carpenter(12-6)allowed two
ing bard and making a lot of
runs and seven hits for St. Louis,
things happen." Cardinals manwhich leads the NL Central by
ager Tony La Russa said.
2 1/2 games over Cincinnati.
Mateo (I-I) settled down
He struck out seven and didAP
after the first inning. He pitched
n't walk a batter. He threw a
Tiger Woods holds the Wanamaker Trophy four-hitter in a 5-0 victory over seven innings and allowed four
after winning the 88th PGA Championship the Reds in his last start on runs in his third major league
start. He struck out five and
golf tournament Sunday at Medinah Coun- Tuesday.
walked three.
try Club Sunday in Medinah. III.
Jason Isringhausen allowed
"He pitched great after the
Ramirez's 30th homer
Aramis
blows right on by.
first inning. He made only one
of the season in the ninth
Woods was tied for the lead going into the
mistake and that was a hangbefore picking up his 30th save
final round, and everyone knows what that
ing breaking ball to Encarnachances.
in 38
means. Still, there were nine players within
cion," Cubs manager Dusty
With one out in the first
six strokes of him, four of whom were major
Baker said.
14th
his
hit
Duncan
inning,
champions. Someone, any one of them, should
Juan Pierre hit a leadoff triple
homer of the season off Cubs
have been able to make some sort of run at
Carpenter in the sixth inning
off
starter Juan Mateo. Albert Pujols
Woods.
and scored on Matt Murton's
and
single
a
followed with
Instead it ended as it always does when
single. Murton later scored on
Mateo walked Scott Rolen.
Woods is in command: He got on a roll and
Jacque Jones' groundout.
then hit his 17th
Encarnacion
everyone else rolled over.
"I think anytime you give
homer to put the Cardinals up
up four runs in the first (inning)
4-0.
against a guy like Carpenter
Duncan has a season-high
and you still have a chance
eight-game hitting streak and
late in the game you are realin
three-game
the
5-for-11
was
ald's worst fears were confirmed 18th green, hoping Donaldc
ly doing something, so it was
series against the Cubs.
birdie putt would drop so the
a good way for us to fight back,"
by a roar from the gallery.
been so relentless.
"He's
There were still 17 holes Englishman would have the One thing you admire is when Murton said. "Unfortunately we
came up short at the end."
left to play Sunday afternoon. final-day lead all to himself.
but Donald already knew what When it didn't, a tough, upeverybody else scattered around and-coming Australian named
the course would learn a Geoff Ogilvy said what a lot
moment later, when another of them were thinking: Even
red number popped up along- Woods is bound to kick one
side Woods' name on the leader- away some day.
"You know he's not going
board.
The PGA Championship was to go his whole career, hopeSOUTH WILLIAMSPORT. Mastela's ear turned purple, he
fully,- Ogilvy said, then paused Pa. ( AP) — Lemont. III., out- said.
over.
die ,down, fielder Austin Mastela was taken
"As he started to get up he
For the 12th time in as to let the laughter
and to a hospital after being beaned said he wanted to go back in.
rounds
three
after
"leading
many;tries. Woods left the clubby a pitch during the second He's a really hard-nosed kid,"
house in a major with at least winning.of a Little League World Hall said after his team's 1-0
inning
voice
given
he
had
sooner
No
lead
54-hole
a share of the
Series game on Sunday night. victory. "Then he just said.
and picked up the trophy upon to that sentiment than a few
Mastela was struck on the 'Coach, I can't go."
other golfers seized on it like
his return.
ear hole of his helmet by a delivmantra.
of
kind
some
"I felt like once I took the
Dm!
ery' from Staten Island's Joe Cal"There's always a time to abrese. The 12-year-old Maslead there," Woods recalled
i Lindy hater
about No. I. "if I just played stop the streak," Mike Weir said. tela winced in pain as he stumIwo Celle#1,14.742 Via;
it."
do
can
I
hopefully.
"so,
the holes correctly, played the
bled to the ground. He rubbed
h Isssi ram es Nasisea
"He'll have people expect- the side of his head and was
par-5s well, then there's no
sawsis tailopf
Donimmediately attended to by
reason I couldn't maintain the ing him to win," echoed
WI Melo M.• 753-5442
ald. "so maybe I can use that trainers who examined the back
lead."
Like Donald. his opponents to my advantage and just kind of his neck.
Today
After being replaced by a
knew it. too. A day earlier. in of sneak by without anyone
UTTLE LEAGUE WORLD SERIES
pinch-runner. Mastela sat on
fact, mindful of Woods' per- noticing and pick up the tro2 p.m.
the bench and leaned his head
ESPN — World Sense. Pool Play
fect record as a closer, a hand- phy tomorrow."
over onto an ice pack. He was
round, Lake Charles. La vs
No such luck.
ful of them lingered near the
Portsmouth, N H
WIlliwnsport. Pa
taken to Williamsport Hospital
I p.m.
about 15 minutes later.
IprAr7—‘,
ESPM2 — World Seaga, pool pMy
Just two innings later, Statround. Surrey. B C ya Barquisisato,
vonerusta, at witernsport. Pa
en Island shortstop Chris Goetz
7 p.m.
was also taken to the hospital
ESPN2 — worts sorsa. nod bits
after he injured his right leg
round,13eevenon, Cra vs Columbia
Mo . at Wilierneport, P.
during a play at home plate.
IMAJOII LEAGUE SAIMESALL
Both players had been treatMOM
Commission Rate
ed and released, a nursing superESPN2 — NY Yankees at Boston
When Selling Your Home'
visor said early Monday.
11
ESPN -- LA Covers at See bingo
Lama =matter Mike Hail
NFL
said that Mastela had bleeding
7 p"
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Why Woods'opponents can't bear to watch
By JIM UTKE
AP Sports Columnist
MEDINAH, Ill. (AP) — The
greatest front-runner in the history of sports was standing
over a 10-footer for birdie and
even though it was only the
first hole, playing partner and
co-leader Luke Donald couldn't bear to watch.
Tiger Woods has that effect
on a lot of people.
Donald tried staring off in
the distance first, beyond the
green and down the second
fairway, then over at the tee
to his left. Finally, he dropped
his gaze and locked in on his
shoes. A heartbeat later, Don-

TH
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Golf Club
Cbalungirg by awn — E&am:Mary by Nature

Rated the #1 Public Golf Course
in the State of Tennessee by Golf Digest. May 2005 Issue
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Illinois Little Leaguer
hit in head by pitch
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4 Golfers Play -3 Golfers Pay
Four golfers play same time, same day
18 holes - Saturdays Excluded.
Advance Tee Time RecomMended
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his car and was sent to the
hospital for more tests Part of
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Preseason Dallas vs Nev.
Orleans, at Shreveport. LA
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IFUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOlt

Help Waned

Request for Applications

Calloway County Day Treatment
Secretary or Administrative Assistant
& Technology Support

September 10, 2006

5)at
Lay

CALLO WAY COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM

Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 9, 2006
Single Space - $12.00
I

ware dwis two claim per pectins)

Double Space - $18.00

0) at

(MAXIMUM 20

WORDS)
Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents, name of
child, and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
of photo to:

the

Keegan Duvall
Grandparents
Carlie & LeeAnn Staples
Ronnie & Jane Babb
Cathy & Larry Gooch
Willis & Wilma Sanders
Jack & Denise Duvall

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

DEADLINE IS
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641 Trade Day.
Saturday.
Every
Spaces available. For
info, call
(270)492-8093.
birthday
FORGET
cakes Send someone
a mom made cobbler.
Sandra D's 94E
293-3816
025
Personals
PSYCHIC Readings
Advice, help on al
problems of life. Mrs
Ann. 270-767-0508.

JUST glve us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

Call 753-1916
REWARD: MO eiteh,
no questions asked.
LOST: 12-Year old big
male chocolate lab,
disappeared 8/06
around 5:30p.m.,
Beach Rd. Kiricsey
area, weanng orange
collar w/1.D. tags.
489-2950, 293-8578,
293-8579
060
Help WNW

le, he
up he
ack in.
kid,"
's 1-0
said,

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent. up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
770-443-9004

INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has openings for warehouse workers. Call
(270)395-0342
MYERS Lumber needs
an experienced, selfmotivated sales percabinet
son/kitchen
Computer
designer.
skills are required.
Knowledge of bluehelpful.
is
prints
Attention to detail and
excellent people skills
are essential. Will train.
Pay plus commission.
Send resume to or
apply in person at 500
S. 4th St., Murray. Ask
for Donnie.

NOW Hiring house
keeping. Apply in per
son only. Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N.
Murray
PLUMBER or
plumber's helper. Call
after 5PM
(270)492-8377
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent hinge benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring Of mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN
Johnson Controls, Inc., Cadiz, Kentucky will be
accepting applications for Maintenance Electricians.
Applicants must have a working knowledge of manufacturing machinery, electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic systems including robotics welding and PLC
logic controllers.
Johnson Controls, Inc. offers opportunities for
advancement. Excellent benefits package (medical.
dental. vision). Team Atmosphere, 100% Tuition
Assistance. Credit Union, Automotive Vehicle
Employee Discount Programs, 401K, Paid Holidays,
& Sick leave.
Applications will be accepted at
Murray Career Services

An Equal Opportunity Employer

M. Pa
mato
lay
mina
fill
on
kelp
Nen

BUSY

Bee's Child
Care is now hiring
FT/PT teachers Apply
in person at 350
Utterback Rd., Murray.
CHILDCARE
occasional weekends.
References required.
438-2009 Or 978-2087

Candidates must have a minimum of 4
years experience with Microsoft SQL or
similar relational database administration and technical support in a multiserver mission-critical environment.
Prefer candidate who has a four year
degree with major course work in computer science or related field or equivalent combination of training and experience.
Henry County Medical Center offers an
excellent compensation and benefit
package. Interested candidates should
mail or email resumes to:
Henry County Medical Center
PO Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hemc-tn.org

Automation Proms Enaineer Requirements:
Must have a 2 year Technical Degree or five years
equivalent experience in automation/manufacturing. Computer skills, proficient in Microsoft
Office,

Must Have Training aad Experience In;
Electrical
Pneumatics
Controls
Equipment Set Up
Robotics Programming
Benefits Offered: Competitive wages, health
At dental insurance, paid vacations, paid holidays,
& incentive programs
Qualified candidates should submit their resume to:
Dana Corporation
100 Plumley Dr., Building 07
Paris, TN 38242
Resumes will not be accepted after Aug. 31, 2006
Sealing Products
Paris, TN
EEO/M/F/DN

Electronics
Hydraulics
Mechanical
Troubleshooting
PLC Programming

RCS

RIES

Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a System Administrator who .will be
responsible for review, evaluation and
maintenance of the Medical Center's
databases. This individual will report
directly to the Director of IS. Individual
will work with vendors regarding
upgrades to related applications.
Individual must be able to work independently and make sound judgments.
Must also be able to work with other IS
analysis.

Job Opening

Human Resources Manager

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

Wear

firadquart

INSURANCE

‘. flIr.Ceps tabP(t)
.
>

Lou V. McCrary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of

Linunisinrs & Vans

the Deductibles?

pagassir.sab.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

twisPOR Ms&

Illain Si.
*wrap iv arm

1 .6116-367.6761

Al Oman Trargisnatiau Airport Servke • t mined Driven

•

You are responaible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $952 on Part A, $124 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLUM FILING FOR MY CLIEN1N

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

ommercial Wo
Disposal
All

T ioes if

Ret-ise

154" )iticthess
Appliance Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

226-9398

—

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Spirealrst
Avoid inflationary cost.
I tick in price, single pa), or
payment plan

1-80

-

— PREPLANNING —

492-8191

Serving West KY it West TN For 22 Years

Set up Pre-Thana Trust.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs hares haa.L.,()yew,

Call lilt Stephens
or Julie Brown at

753-1916
and place your ad today!

150

Or online: http://www.hopkinsville.des.ky.gov

JOHNSON CONTROLS,INC.

f

Farina I

Articles
For Sob

IS - SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

AUTOMATION
ENGINEER

1111

Now accepting
applications. Full
and part time
shifts available.
Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Health & dental
benefits. Apply in
person Mon-Fri
from 2PM4PM.
EOE

Return cover letter, complete classified application and resume to Calloway Board of
Education, ATTN: DTC Secretary or
Administrative Assistant & Technology
Support, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY
42071. All completed applications must be
received in the board of education office no
later than Thursday, August 31. 2006.- The
Calloway County Board of Education is an
Equal Education and Employer Institution.

210 Ordway Hall • Murray, Kentucky.

lYt

5842

The Calloway County School System is accepting applications for the position of full-time
Day Treatment Center Secretary or
Administrative Assistant & Technology
Support. The position requires above average
secretarial and technology skills. This individual will be responsible for financial records,
data entry and general office duties as well as
facilitating all technology in the building.
Applicants must enjoy working with a variety
of individuals and have the ability to process
multiple work assignments. Salary will commensurate with education and experience from
salary schedule. Excellent fringe benefits.
Applications may be obtained at the Calloway
County Board of Education, 2110 College
Farm Road, or by calling (270)762-7300.

tiMpirill•

Taking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic.
217S.12th, Murra.
No phone calls

LEkyER &TIMES

(2) Propane gas tanks
(1) 500 gallon. 125 gallons of gas included
$650.00 (1) 1,000 gallon, 200 gallons of gas
included $1,300
Great shape
- Position Available (270)437-3902
prom
CINDERELLA
erusiii
ads
retail
full-time
a
ha%
The Murray Ledger & Times
dresses, 1 size 4 yel. :
"ales position available immediately.
low. 1 size 8 blue. $150
If you have a proven track record in sales. enjoy ssorkine 4,4 iili
each. 270-492-8614
lie public. are moils ated to earn, Issvc a ehalksnge and has e high
FREE
energy - you could he the sales represent:dive %Se're i0OkIng tor
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
Job responsibilities include working w ith e.tahlished local
America's Top 60 chans to develop advertising plans and del.eloping nest busmes,
flevYL
only
for
nels
accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
$19.99/mo. Get your
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans. ,.ilarv pin, choice
HBO,
of
“mmission. are all part of an excellent benefit pack.ie
Cinemax. Starr, or
Showtime FREE for 3
Interested applicants Must apply by resume only:
months. FREE DVR or
applicants
qualified
to
granted
Interviews mill be
HD upgrade Beasley
AFTER resumes are reviewed. Absolutely no
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
on-the-spot interviews will he conducted.
HD Televisions
NO PHONE • %LIN NT %SE.
Come by Olympic
Position
Advertising Sales
Plaza, Murray to see
Murray Ledger & Times
our large selection of
Televisions.
HD
P.O. Ilos, 1040-1'
Plasma. LCD, DUD, &
Nturray, KY 42071
CRTs. Brands by:
orn,`Iffinits
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment cenawl
"
fat
ters & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
HOT tub/spa. Never
753-3633
used. 5HP, 20 lets, digcars,
BUYING junk
Retail:
light.
ital,
trucks, tractors and
sacrifice:
$4,300,
metal boats. 436-5235
$1,695. Can deliver.
cell
931-538-9896,
BUYING U.S. Sliver
931-278-0303
coins. 753-1376, 293PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
6999
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
CASH paid for
on the Court Square
good, used guns
Huge Selection. Great
Benson Sporting
Prices) 753-0530
LOOKING for someone
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
STYLIST needed to
to clean your home/
Murray.
QUEEN size bedroom
growing salon
Residential cleaning
set, including box
767-0000
753-3328
services
spnngs & mattress
GOOD used retrigera
(after 2PM)
$800 00 Black curio
ranges,
tors. electric
cabinet $100.00
lies&I Mime
Panda's gas heaters, air condiMANDA
Call 753-6558
baseboard
Funcare has openings tioners,
carpetUsed
heaters.
black leather
SHARP
in her home Looking
HOME cleaning
ing. 753-4109
saddle, silver gromage
any
of
children
for
services 227-7129
mets,
Great at home setting
AustralianANestem
One of the cheapest JUNK cars & trucks
crossover w/horn. 17"
HORSE ClEANINS home daycares Call Call Larry 753-3633.
Aussiei15" Western
753-7031 Of 293-5212
SERVICE
suede seat, been used
N‘kNil
three times, excellent
OPENING in cried care
condition. $400 obo.
S('K‘PC ‘1,ZN
center for Infant & tort
CaN 753-9342:
dlers on 1st 8 2nd
CULL KU
978-0873
shifts Years of experiI .1.0 Ptk I sence. CPR. 1st aid.
STEEL buildings.
753-55114i
Call for more informaFactory participation
Certified Horne
•5l
II
I'•
I PI(
tion 489-2699
discounts. 30x40,
Daycare has openings
150x300
for INFANTS 11
months or under
270-978-0413
lateiss
Mom/grandrnom with
Far Ns
education degree
Call us we will be
Many years' experiMOM COMPUTERS
glad to help
OFFICE desk. washes
ence. 767-9958 or
A. Certified Technician
Murray ledger & Times
8 dryer, '92 Gouger,
227-5742
Service/ repairs
1916
misc. items. 753-4108
759.35545
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270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applkations
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Cf

150
Articles
For Sale
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Cat Terrell Tidwell

l
a

753-9075
(270)227-2193

rE124"""c

Large SelectIon
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has 1&2BR
apartments available. 1
year lease 1 month
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

4 lots on family resort
with tree boat access to
ate Lots reduced from
$10.000 to $8.400
Water. electric, and
sewer 227-0406
COMPLETELY set up.
12 acre. $10,500.
753-6012

1990 Fleetwood 14x80,
3BR, 2BA, covered
Jeck included. Must be
moved. $8,500.
489-2964 or 293-1340
2005 Champion 16x80,
3BR 2BA, vinyl siding,
shingled roof, all appliances. wood deck, factory warrailty, Must
sell. Call 270-978-2128
leave message.
2BR mobile home and
lot. $12,500. 753-6012

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$1130 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
Houses For Rent
2 bedroom house, livng room, kitchen, laundry, and large storage
shed located at 1033
Campground
Coles
Road. Central heat and
air, natural gas, no
pets. Ideal for 3 people
or less. $550 per
month. 293-8885.
753-5960, 753-4389

3 BEDROOM,2 BATH
land & home package
only $39,99991 Call
731-584-9430

7 bay shop located on
South Fourth Street,
$750 per month
293-8885, 753-5960,
753-4389
707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft , 710 sq.ft.
753-1252, 753-0606
APPROXIMATELY
3,200 square feet
(2,400 warehouse
space plus 2 large
heated and cooled
offices) located on
South Fourth Street
$850 per month
293-8885. 753-5960
753-4389
APPROXIMATELY
4,000 square feet
commercial warehouse
or retail located on
South Fourth Street
$1,100 per month
293-8885, 753-5960,
753-4389
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
restrooms,
C/G/H,
parking
of
plenty
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
SHOP or storage building. 40'x40', insulated,
gas heat, $300 per
month. Located at 406
Sunbury Circle. Call
270-436-2935

BOSTON Terner puppies, 6 wks old.
wormed & first shots.
full blooded iall papers
$200 firm.
(731)694-7146 Pans
COCKATIEL birds, 12
weeks old, $60 each
270-436-5664,
270-436-2778
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
REGISTERED Golden
Retrievers. 2 males, 2
females. Both parents
on site, good blood
line, great pets. Call
731-420-0810 or
731-644-8128

2BR, IBA, 5 min. north
of Murray. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826

Was

RED HOT SPECIAL 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath
only
Doublewide
$26,995!! Call now!!
731-584-9109

MOBILE home for rent
2br, lba Call for appt
753-6558
Reels
2.822 sq_ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252
Of 753-0606
1,2, & 38R apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
1BR. all appliances,
Oaks Apts.. starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, some utilities
paid, $270/mo. No
pets. 767-9037
38R house- 208 South
12th/ 2-3 BR apt with
carport/ 2 BR 'duplex,
Contact 753-3415
4BR 28A, all appliances. central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
Coleman RE
days
753-9896
BARN apt. 3-br. I bath.
tack/wash
3 stalls
rooms, pasture Hazei.
Curtis (731)498-6435
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Urge. 2811.
I 5 bath, garage, all
C/H/A.
appliances,
water. sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. $675
mo 435-4273 or
293-7404

6Pm
4 Acres, Beautiful
wooded building site off
of hwy 783. 293-0541
5 acres 805 Short Rd
Doublewide & garage
519-2702, 492-8225
435-4515
Homes For Ws
1001 Payne Street
4BR, 2BA, hardwood
and tile. 1,800 sq. ft
$142,500
753-4076
2BR 1BA house, city
school district, new
roof, central heat, big
shop, nice yard, corner
lot. $68,000. Call
436-6288 after 5PM or
weekends.
3 bedroom 3 bath w/
garage, 24x24
detached garage, very
nice. east side of town.
$124,500.
270-978-1107
3 bedroom, 2 bath
bnck, remodeled, hardwood floors, ventless
fireplace, 12'x24' workshop. 206 Woodlawn.
$108.000. 227-5759 .

1987 Camry, 4 door, all
power, cold air, new
tires easy on gas
$1,100 753-3970

apart:
FURNISHED
bedroom,
mem. I
kitchen. living room
large
combination,
bath rniCrOWIlve and
television furnished
293-4065 We weloorne
students

753-385

753-7728
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
Specialize in
We
Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
•Mobile Homes
•Brick
.All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning
Available
.We Use Hot Water
•Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176

Used Theis
2005 GMC Sierra Z71
ext. cab 5.3 life
engine, 4x4. Loaded
35.500 miles. Call afte
5PM 436-2794 or
293-0496

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Call about our specials'
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const/Remodeli
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

G&T Homebuilders

Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Leoger & Tines
270-753-1916

Pasiliftalm
04i

Services Offend

38R 2BA, 1,600 sq. ft.,
2 lots, quiet cul-de-sac,
new appliances. new
remodel inside & out
$110,000. 3 mi. S. 121
270-227-3800.
270-489-2250

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Mulching
landscaping
Satisfaction guaranteed
•Sentor(oluen 11.(ouni•
Call 753-1816
227.0611

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming, etc.
Also Tractor work,
teanng down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

Boaster
PORSCHE
Black with red leather,
low miles, 5 speed,
$25,900 or make offer
293-8281
2004 BMW 330xi AWD
Sedan 27.000 miles.
greet for all road condi
bons. Warranty remainGPS
ing. Factory
Navi9atIon. full vehicle
airbags. loads of factory extras. One owner.
No
smoker.
non
WTOCkS, super safe car
$29,900 753-5763 or
293-5019

t

IRRIGATION.
Problem solvers of
auto systems. Water
Doctors. 270-293-7878
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867.
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal •Ouick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827

293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins.

11111Med Cws

rrhatively

I Nom Repairs tuitions,
Drywall I Painting Dohs Siding,
Pressure Washing &Roots

3BR 1BA, CAM, close
to MSU. Priced right.
Senous inquiries.
318-549-2738

REDUCED, 3 bed
room. 2 bath. 105
1 mile SW
acres
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed $200k 753-9212,
7'51-3992

mutt.

FLOORING
Ow pain op.
Sala &!mediation

96 Ford Windstar LX
clean, cold air! 138,000
mi. $2,200. 761-1983
'94 Dodge Caravan.
Great running condition
& well maintained.
$2.200. 435-4778 or
293-4973

2000 Sportster 883.
5,000 miles. $5.500.
978-0505. 436-2051

(Apt
,
%Ca

Knight's

98 Lincoln Towncar
Like New. Light Blue.
Grey Leather Seats
Garage Kept
40K miles
(270)759-8252
$6,900 Firm

3 BR & 3 BA. 278
Camelot Dr. Asking
$137,900. Shown by
appointment 753-5483
or 227-9577

anes For Salo
111191

-All Size Un
Avail
'Now
Climate Control

25

2001 40 Pontiac Grand
Loaded,
GT
Prix
leather, CD. sunroof,
45K, 1 owner, excellent
condition, $9,000 080
Must sell. Day
293-1421, 293-9091,
night 492-6393

ire.Rmw.

ON BEACH
MINI-STORA

270-227-1087

Can

r

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insode climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sea boxes,
•We rent U-Hauts.
753-9600.

IODIC

753-8676 or 753-4487

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
4 BR, 3 BA, 2.900 sq.
Federal Fair Housing
ft. home 4 mi. north of
Act of 1968, as amendMurray in North Villa.
ed, which makes it illeHuge closets, 2-car
gal to advertise any
attached garage, large
2BR. BS Rentals.
preference, limitation,
deck, above-ground
759-4696
or discrimination based
pool, large corner lot.
on race, color, religion,
3BR, IBA, close to
Selling $10,000 below
ongin,
national
or
sex,
877,
MSU. 318-349-5
appraisal at $196,000.
or an intention to make
270-293-9941
or 293-6824.
any such preference, 761-4558
LUXURY home, 4 bedUpscale
OWNER:
BY
discrimior
limitation,
room, computer room.
neighborhood, 5/3.5/2,
nation. This newspaper
Jacuzzi. sauna, 2car
custom 2 story, in
not knowingly
will
garage, approximately
ground pool, 2 fireaccept any advertising
4.000 square feet
places, central air.
for real estate which is
located at 1421 North
many extras, priced
in incitation of the law.
16th Street, no pets
nght. Must see! 2111
Our readers are hereby
month
$1.200 per
all
that
Gatesborough Circle
informed
293-8885, 753-5960.
$290,000. Call
dwellings advertised in
753-4389
270-226-2020
this newspaper are
NICE brick house. available on ar equal
For sale by owner
2BR, 1BA. 5 blocks
Gpportunity basis."
west ky
from university. New
fsbowestky.com
w/d.
appliances,
Haley Professional
FOR sale by owner: 3
5550/mo plus utilities
bedroom brick ranch in
and deposit. No pets. Appraising
''for what it's worth'
quiet, family neighbor(270)753-2558.
hood. Murray school
(270)759-4218
district_ Move-in ready
Stop uur
Pncecl reduced
$129,900. Shown by
Iiireelosure! Sa‘e
A&F Warehousing
appointment only. Cal
our home and/or
Near MSU $20-50
293-1100
credit l,ida . bald
753-7668
OLDER home on 1.6
foreclosure experts
acres. Great fixer-uppG&C
can help. 761-455%.
per Located in South
STORAGE and
Hazel, TN on Hwy 641
PROPANE
TWO story brick apart- $35,000. Call 492-8514
119E Main
ment building with 5 or 731-247-5737 if no
(270) 753-6266
two-BR units. Excellent
answer, leave mesCell. (270) 293-4183
income -producer. sage.
9 a.m - 4 p.m. M-F
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
I ATVs
J&L RENTALS www.afithelistings.com
MINI-STORAGE 270-753-4109.
2006 Harley Davidson
270-227-1545
Now renting
softail standard
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
436-2009
270-436-54% [
ilk For Mb
2004 Yamaha v-star
270-293-6906
650 classic, 3,000
WOODED corner lot
miles. very clean, drag
MURRAY Store and
or sale on Wilchvood
pipes, extended warn Oaks Estates.
Lock presently has
ranty. $4,500
units avertable
120'x235', $25.000.
(270)978-0891
753-3119
753-2905 or 753-7536

29R, stove, refrigera3 BR, 2 BA DOU- tor, w/d hookup. central
&
BLEWIDE land
H/A, $550 mo. 1 mo.
home package only
deposit, 12 mo. lease.
$49,9991! Call now,' No pets. 753-2259,
731-584-9429
527-8174

DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
:iputrr Nikko.silted
or lotosinev.
II
•er7.11 ler I,,,,,r

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years expenence. Call
Carters.
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.

takes talent, but also will be clear
right now. Your imagination finds
new ways of stating the same
concept. Tonight_ As you would
like.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Know when to let others
carry the flag to the finish line. At
the present moment, your energy could be more off than you
realize Take time just for yourself. Center, window shop or listen to great music at some point
in your day Tonight: Do for yoursett.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Alfn for what you want,
but don't be surpnsed if confusion surrounds you while getting
to the finish line. A child or loved
one might not be telling you the
complete story, causing your
ng.
challengi
can be
judgment to be off. Help this perof son open up rather than judge
The Stars Show the Kind
him or her. Tonight: Where the
5-Dynamic;
Day You'll Have:
gang is.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
I -Difficult
**** Everyone looks to you
for answers and leadership
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Meanwhile, perhaps known only
**** Someone might need
to you is how confusing or disyour stern hand Of perspective. ruptive a personal matter might
The unusual occurs within a
be. Invest in your domestic life.
friendship. The key will be
You will be happier. Tonight: You
remaining open to the fact that cannot get away from people.
you are both changing. Your creSAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ativity surges with the mere men- ***** Your ability to see the
tion of a word. Your mind takes
big picture is certainly in
off in mental flights of fantasy. demand. Yet someone could be
Tonight: Kick up your heels.
quite challenging and disruptive.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Don't worry about the ambivalent
*** It is important to know
signals you are getting. Stay
where your loyalties lie, but also
centered. Tonight: Follow the
what is best for you. Avoid any
music.
investments, especially involving
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
property. A boss or someone you
**** Money plays a big role in
look up to could add to the presyour decisions and direction. You
ent confusion. Tonight: Mosey on
might feel as if someone is
home.
unusually vague Of disruptive.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Knowing what you want can help
***** Speak the nght words, you create the proper mind-set
and others will dance to your
Encourage deep talks. Tonight.
melody. Be willing to explore
Share with a trusted friend or
of
alternative ideas or ways
loved one.
thinking. Adjust and adapt to the
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
many situations that surround
**** You have a magical or
you. All the "facts" you are hearetheolvl quality that surrounds
ing might not be grounded. you.
speaking, this
Tonight: Hang out with a friend. special aura can help you. If you
Swap jokes.
are dealing with specifics, call in
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
a friend. Right now, details are
*** You cannot help that your
not your specialty. Tonight
you
but
sign is an indulgent one,
Accept another's invitation.
can try to instrument a little selfPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
discipline, for everyone's sake. A
*** Focus on work, errands
partner might not understand
and the quality of your daily life.
your thoughts and feelings as
You might be daydreaming about
do
you would like. You can only
changes in the near future that
so much. Tonight: Buy a plant or
could make you much happier.
CD on the way home.
What will it take to make those
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
wishes realities? Tonight: Wind
***** Don't worry -- though
down with a walk or swim.
the rest of your world might be
walking around in a haze, you
BORN TODAY
are grounded. Communicating
Actress Cindi Williams (1947)

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
2006:
22,
lliesday, Aug.
peoYou have the ability to see
Though
light.
best
their
ple in
s it
this trait is a gift, sometime
Realize
causes disappointment.
perwhat makes up the whole
living
son, and that sometimes
be
up to one's potential can
y
personall
planets
tough. The
invite you to fulfill your poteny
tial this year. Your creativit
your
soars, and you can work
way through nearly any problem
. If
that heads in your direction
meet
you are single, you will
people with ease. An intense
bond lies ahead. 2007 will be
remembered for romance. LEO

CATHY'S
Wallpapering, Panting,
and Cleaning.
270-978-0569

72.5 acres tendable.
Been in CRP program.
Bushhogged each year.
good production ground.

30 acres tillable on
Terrapin Creek Rd,
NW Henry Co. Tn,
will divide. Call
(731)782-3330 after

iscommos wear

Horoscope

FARM LAND
FOR SALE

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid

Murray Ledger & Times

REFLECT)ONS
Window Cleaning
*Pressure Washing
*Gutters
*Painting
•Deck Resoration
14 years of service
293-5830
Cleaning
THE
Company.
commercial
Weekly
cleaning. Construction,
moving
apartment.
clean-ups. Insured &
Bonded w/ references.
Julie Painter. 705-5516

\ N I)Rt N
l.\(\\ \ I INc.

TRAVIS Asphalt
*Paving
•Sealcoating
(270)753-2279

L!
SEL
T
THA
LS
CEL
THE
Home!
Your
4%
Selling
Wires
Rate
ion
Commiss
Offering
Pat Cherry
2005 Top bong Agent
3 Ow Dollar Produco

Michelle Went
2005 lop Sang kW
5 Milan Dolor Producer

293-0318

293-0699
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Most
Murray's Source For The
.
lip-To-Date HomeFashions
Drapery • Specialty Rods • Custcom Bedding
Upholstery • Design Service leaillarine
• New Fall Fabric BooliT 111.1

•(ueorn &eel
hackhoe %cnict
• 1)111,tm.is
,
• P14141

s

•
• 9-s-114114
APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS

YE THOSE UGLY
BLACK STIEAKS i/UNGUSI
FROM YOUR ROW
070437-4M • 970-0892

CHAD B. HUGHES
22 %EARS FXPFRIZNCE
(270) 226-9398
(270)4924191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work I Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings siding.
FREE ESTIMATES"'
Cell (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net

Accepting New Patients
kihitt.0tFi

1

I Ear, Nose & Throat
FREE lots of good
clean fill dirt, you haul
Call 270-227-3420 for
directions and to
schedule a pockui
time'

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

Need
Promoting your

of Murray
Phillip Klapper, M.D.
- Hearing Aids
- No Referrals Requires) -

Col tor Appointment(270)759-481I

300 South 8th Street - Suite 304E - Murray, KY 42071

A Great Company
And A Great Agent
At The Same Place!
11 Iii (tt‘ttd Kind,
1,

Murray Lodger &
Times
First Come

1)avicl Ranie:t Allstate
I \II 's 1(0\1 • •
is-, •

, •\

First Serve
I in. Ilo‘11. Itt ••IN1.•• N. I 111
Neese
No Phone Calls

iness?

Calf us ee will be grad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916
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Loolagliack
10 years ago
Published are i1 feature story
and picture about Ginny Morgan, bookmobile librarian for
the Calloway County Public
Library. The story was by Staff
Writer Amy Wilson and the
photo was by Staff Photographer Jim Mahanes.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers won 4-2 over St. Mary's
in the opening season match of
soccer played at Ty Holland Stadium, Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Karen and Raymond Ruch,
Aug. 13; a girl to Angela and
Perry Alexander, Aug. 14.
20 years ago
Navy Seaman Recruit Mark
A. Morris, son of Mrs. Wanda
G. Miles of Murray, has completed training at the recruit
Training Command Center at
San Diego, Calif.
The Todd Auto Paint Store
on Industrial Road was destroyed
by fire on Aug. 15.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny O'Shea
Hudspeth, May 30; a girl to Vicky
and Garry Ross, Aug. 15; a boy
to Teresa and Larry Nixon, Aug.
17.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Kays will
be married 50 years Aug. 25.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
96 persons entered at the beginning of the Rock-A-Thon starting yesterday on the downtown
courtsquare lawn. At presstime
today, 23 entrants were still
rocking. The event is being sponsored by Murray Quota Club
and Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens.
Births reported include a girl

to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Pritchett and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Alexander, June 29; boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Green, July
15; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Joe Owen, Aug. 3; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Lynn BritLain, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Hohehemauns, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Dotson,
Aug. 5.
40 years ago
Elected as new officers of
the United Fund of Murray and
Calloway County were Ray
Brownfield, president, and Keith
Hill, fund drive chairman.
United
Martin's
Chapel
Methodist Church is holding its
first service in the newly remodeled sanctuary today with Rev.
Johnson Easley, pastor, as speaker.
Ronald Crouch of Murray
was a delegate at a meeting of
the United Association of Plumbing & Pipe Fining Industry of
United States and Canada held
at Kansas City, Mo.
50 years ago
William E. Dodson, manager of Consumer Credit Department of Peoples Bank of Murray, graduated Aug. 18 from the
School of Commerce Banking
ai the University of Virginia,
Charlottesville. Va.
Russell T. Land, vice president of National Carbide Company, was the speaker at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Mrs. Mavis McCamish and
Mrs. Clovis Brown directed a
program on "How Real Is the
Kingdom To Us" at a meeting
of the WSCS of South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church.

Todaylidlistory
By The Associated Press.
Today is Monday, Aug. 215the
233rd day of 2006. There are 132
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 21, 1945, President
Truman ended the Lend-Lease program that had shipped some $50
billion in aid to America's allies
during World War II.
On this date:
In 1911, Leonardo da Vinci's
"Mona Lisa" was stolen from the
Louvre Museum. (The painting
Et arts Et •ir El

turned up two years later, in Italy.)
In 1940, exiled Conmiunist revolutionary Leon Trotsky died in
Mexico City from wounds inflicted by an assassin.
In 1944. the United States,
Britain, the Soviet Union and China
opened talks at Dumbarton Oaks
in Washington that helped pave
the way for establishment of the
United Nations.
In 1959, President Eisenhower
signed an executive order proclaiming Hawaii the 50th state of the
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Camp kid in north woods
has the summertime blues
DEAR ABBY: I live at a
camp in the north woods of
Wisconsin. A staff member's
kids spend the day at our
camp. The kids are annoying,
nasty and whiny.
One 8-year-old girl has
attached herself to my 7-yearold
sister
is
and
pulling her
away from
our family.
She comes
up to our
house
whether or
not my sisDear Abby ter invites
her, and usually makes a
By Abigail
mess. She
Van Buren
also invites
my sister to stay down at the
lodge late at night, which makes
my sister tired and crabby.
Her 11-year-old brother
attaches himself to my 5-yearold brother, and then pushes
him around.
I miss spending time with
my sister, and I don't like her
change in behavior. I have
tried to do something about
it, but to no avail. If I go out
and tell them, they might hate
me. What should I do? -TICKED OFF IN WISCONSIN
DEAR TICKED OFF: Talk
to your parents. How do they
feel about this? Eleven-yearold boys are too old to play
with 5-year-olds. And when
the older child pushes the
younger one around, it is considered bullying, which should

cr
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8 - helmet
(safan wear)
12 Use sparingly
13 Rani's servant
14 Pants feature
15 Bumoose
wearers
17 Defeats with
sudden force
19 Hit the trail
20 Only
21 Long John
Silver
23 Em successor
24 Antenna
26 Husk
29 Shaggy flower
30 Race by. as
clouds
31 Solidified
33 Companion
35 Russian range
36 Like some
yogurt
37 Delhi honorific
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What
do you think about an internist,
who has been practicing mocheine for about 15 years, who
doesn't like telephoning his
patients or speaking to them?
His whole office system appears
to
be
designed to
allow him to
avoid it. He
has a robotic, very cold.
deflecting
who
nurse
calls patients
She
back.
Dr. Gott doesn't
introduce
herself. She
By
Dr. Peter Gott doesn't say
"hello" or
"goodbye." Her favorite words
are "I don't know" and "I'm
not the messenger, I'm Just giving the message," and basically hangs up. I live in a . small
town, and I recently heard that
he went so far as to tell a
patient
homebouncVbedbound
that he'd have to come in the
office for a prescription renewal and he (the doctor) didn't
even call to communicate this
to the patient!
Shy? Phone calls are beneath
him? He didn't become a physician to authentically care" Please
explain.
DEAR READER: To a large
extent. I believe that what you
are dealing with are issues of
communication and expectations.
Clearly, you expect your physician to communicate with you.
and I agree that this is a reasonable approach.
However, today's physicians
literally drown in issues having to do with authorizations
for drugs and consultations from

specialists For example, it takes
me one to two hours a day pat
to make calls to potieutt about
theu lab tests For a very strumed
and busy primary care physician, such a conumtment may
be exceedingly difficult. So I
can understand and sympadina
with your doctor.
I think you shouid brims this
issue to your physician's Mow
non. At the very least, his nurse
needs to be aware of your frustration. At the most, the doctor
may have to change his behavior — or, equally important,
alter your expectations.
I am certain that if you bring
your concerns to the practitioner, a compromise can be reachedDoctors take varied positions
on this issue. Some report, others don't. If your doctor refuses to alter his approach, consider making a change. Or you
my choose to suck with turn
if he is skilled and caring.
To give you related _information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Choosing A Physician."
I also discuss this and many
other issues in my book "Live
Longer, Live Better" (Quill Driver, 2004). You can order it by
phone at (800) 605-7176.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In many
ways, you soothe our thoughts
and hearts when we read your
column in our newspaper. I'm
80 years old and still very active
in many ways. My lady fhends
search for your column, too.
Many, many thanks for such a
wonderful column that helps so
many people in so many ways.
DEAR READER: Your letter was a wonderful surprise,
and I am grateful for your compliments. Thank you.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A K 104
IP 963
•K Q 9
EAST
WEST
+983
•Q 7 6 5 2
Q 10 8 5
•
V—
•.1 10 6 5
•9 8 4
•7 4
•A .1 10 8 2
SOUTH
•.1
11 A K J 7 4 2
•A Q 3
*6 5 3
The bidding:
North East
West
South
Pass
2 NT
1*
IV
Pass
3*
Pass
3V
Pass
4*
Pass
3 NT
4+
Pass
Pass
4•
6V
Opening lead — ace of clubs.
There are two sides to a cola, as
any numismatist will tell you, and
there are also two sides to a bridge
hand, as any bridge player will tell
you. This is especially noticeable in
team-of-four events, where the same
hand is played at two different tables.
Consider this deal, which
occurred at the 1980 World Bridge
Olympiad in the match between
Yugoslavia and the United States.

Nothing much happened at the first
table, where, with Yugoslavia NorthSouth., the bidding (with East-West
silent) went: I V-1 *-2 V-4 IP. West
led a diamond, taken with the ace,
and declarer cashed the ace of
trumps, on which West showed out.
South then entered dummy with a
spade, finessed the jack of hearts and
eventually lost a trump trick and a
club to score 650 points.
At the secoad table, Ira Rubin and
Paul Soloway, North-South fix the
U.S.,got to six hearts as shown in the
diagram. The Yugoslav West started
with the ace and another club.
You might think Soloway would
go down one, but he managed to
make the slam by presenting East
with a chance to make a mistake.
Instead of leading a low trump to his
ace at trick three, he led the nine of
trumps.
East covered with the tea, a mistake many defenders might make,
and this impulsive action ultimately
proved fatal. Soloway won with the
ace and, after West showed out, had
an easy time trapping East's Q-8-5 of
trumps. The only trick Soloway lost
was a club, and he scored 1,430
points for making the slam.
Leading the Moe of trumps

instead of the three was a play that
could cost declarer nothing, but it
had the enormous advantage of
inducing a defensive error by Fast.

Tomorrow: A step-by-step process.
c.l000xiiereewr,sin,
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Reader gets cold shoulder
from doctor, nurse

•

UI
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not be tolerated. It's up to
your parents to put a stop to
it. As to your sister's friendship with the girl, if the time
they spend together and the
"messes" she creates don't seem
to bother your parents, then I
guess it's permissible.
Because you miss spending
time with your sister, you need
to fill it with something else.
Camp activities or making
friends with some of the other
campers your age would be
fun, and make you less dependent upon her for company.
Please consider it.

DEAR ABBY: My husband's stepsister, "Melanie,"
visits us fronr-Alabama for
five days every year. When
Melanie stays with us, she
expects to make us a "Southern dinner" one night during
her stay. Before she arrived, I
told my husband, "Lawton."
that I didn't want her making,
dinner because she goes throUPVmy kitchen drawers and cabinets without asking where anything is. She just takes over
my kitchen!
I don't mind if Melanie
helps herself to something in
the refrigerator, gets a plate
and silverware or something
of that nature. But for her to
come in and take over my
kitchen and root through every
drawer and cabinet truly upsets
me.
Lawton went against my
wishes and told Melanie it was
OK to make the dinner. Abby,
I couldn't even stand to be in
my own kitchen while she was
preparing it. I felt I couldn't
say one word in my own home.
Lawton accused me of being
union, five months after he'd signed "hostile" to her and a spoiled
the Hawaiian statehood bill.
brat. He also let me know it
In 1983, Philippine opposition
is his home, too, and when
leader Benigno S. Aquino Jr. end- his stepsister comes to visit,
ing a self-imposed exile in the Unit- she's allowed to do whatever
ed States, was shot dead moments
she wants.
after stepping off a plane at Mani, Am I wrong in feeling the
la International Airport.
I do? If I am a guest in
way
coup
hard-line
the
1991,
In
against Soviet President Mikhail someone's home (even my sisS. Gorbachev collapsed in the face ter's), I never do anything withof a popular uprising led by Russ- out asking. I was brought up
ian federation President Boris N. to respect another person's
Yeltsin.
home. I feel my husband should
have complied with my wishes. Am I wrong? Please enlighten me. -- UPSET WIFE,
SOMETIMES CAN'T TELL IF SIAVS
POTTSTOWN, PA.
136.1381,.i N6.OR egkAll•Illd6 THE 94TE NET
DEAR UPSET WIFE: Your
feelings are understandable, and
many people -- of both sexes
-- feel as you do about their
since
However,
kitchens.
"preparing a Southern dinner"
has become traditional when
Melanie visits, my advice is
to ask her what equipment she
will need before she starts the
preparation, so you can have
it sitting on the counter ready
for her. That will minimize
the amount of "rooting" she
has to do, and you will feel
less invaded. Bon appetit, y'all!
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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Kevin Federline performs
at Teen Choice Awards

you unequivocably that at least
90 percent of that business
would have gone to see it Friday night if not Thursday."
Rory Bruer, head of distribution at "Talladega Nights"
studio Sony, declined to comment.
Box-office tracker Exhibitor
Relations ranks movies according to numbers provided by
studios, putting "Snakes on a
Plane" in first place based on
New Line's figures, said company president Paul Dergarabedian.
Starring Will Ferrell as a
NASCAR driver obsessed with
winning, the comedy "Talladega Nights" was No. 1 at the
box office the previous two
weekends and raised its threeweek total to $114.7 million.
With its campy, tell-it-likeit-is title and the star power
of lead actor Samuel L. Jackson, "Snakes on a Plane"
became an online phenomenon, prompting endless Web
chat and parodies long before,
anyone saw the movie.
That buzz proved fairly hollow when it came to showtime, with the debut weekend
a respectable but unremarkable
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return for a movie with a production budget of just over
$30 million.
New Line's Tuckerman said
"Snakes on a Plane" would
turn in a solid profit but that
he did not know why the movie
failed to live up to its Internet hype.
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'Snakes' slithers to modest
$15.25 million opening weekend
LOS ANGELES(AP)— The
Internet buzz over "Snakes on
a Plane" turned out to be nothing to hiss about.<*1>
The high-flying thriller preceded by months of unprecedented Web buildup technically debuted as the No. 1 movie,
but with a modest $15.25 million opening weekend, according to studio estimates Sunday.
Distributor New Line Cinema included $1.4 million that
"Snakes on a Plane" raked in
during 10 p.m. screenings
Thursday to get a head start
on the weekend. Without those
revenues, the movie's weekend total would be $13.85 million, putting it just behind "Talladega Nights: The Ballad of
Ricky Bobby,- which took in
$14.1 million in its third weekend.
David Tuckerman, New
Line's head of distribution, said
it was customary for studios
to include late-night previews
in a movie's opening-weekend
total.
"It's an industry standard to
do that, to roll that in," Tuckerman said. "Also, with this
kind of picture, I would tell
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joked backstage about their first
have fun," she said.
Federline, who married respective kisses.
"I started out young. I was
Spears in 2004, is expected to
release his debut hip-hop album making out at 9 years old like
"Playing With Fire" in August. a bandit," said Bullock, who
The tabloid-popular couple have added that she 'didn't like being
an infant son, Sean Preston, a teenager at all."
Girlish screams welcomed
and they are expecting their
the handsome duo of Orlando
second child.
With celebrities sweating in Bloom and Johnny Depp, who
the late summer heat, the show's each snagged an award for
mood was light, and clothing their swashbuckling parts in
"Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead
sparse.
Hosts Jessica Simpson and Man's Chest," which picked up
comedian Dane Cook jump- seven honors.
Even potentially uncomfortstarted the broadcast, aired live
on Fox from the Gibson able moments were smudged
Amphitheater in Universal City, with humor.
"I just want to start off by
with riffs on nominees including "Pirates of the Caribbean." saying, awkward, a little bit,"
Votes were cast by fans on said Nick Lachey, who won
various online sites for the choice love song for "What's
hottest celebrities in television, Left of Me," his top-selling
music, fashion, sports and film. number recreating his publiReese Witherspoon, who cized breakup with Simpson.
Performers other than Fedwon best actress in a drama
for her role in "Walk the Line," erline included breakout female
said backstage that her surf- musician winner Rihanna and
board-shaped green and yel- V Cast Music winner Nelly
low award was going to her Furtado, who donned snug-fitting jeans and a spangly black
daughter.
"I love the younger fans," top to sing her hit song "Promissaid Witherspoon, who spent the cuous" with producer Timbasummer hanging out with her land.
"If you truly want to be
kids.
Keanu Reeves and Sandra hot, be yourself," said choice
Bullock, who won for best hottie winner Jessica Alba.
movie liplock for their long
smooch in "The Lake House,"

By SOLVEJ SCHOU
Associated Press Wnter
UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif.
(AP) - He danced, he clutched
his bling, but could he rap?
Apparently the answer is
yes.
Britney Spears hubby Kevin
Federline capped off the eighth
annual Teen Choice Awards on
Sunday with an enthusiastic version of his single "Lose Control" _ his first time performing on network television.
It wasn't genius, but it wasn't half bad either.
The bigger surprise, however, came in the form of pregnant presenter Spears, who wore
a cleavage-baring dress, and
introduced her "man" onstage
with a shout and a giggle.
"This show has been very
good to me and my career
over the years. And I'm hoping that it will be as good to
our next performer," she said.
In a loose white shirt and
white hat, Federline prowled
and jumped around the stage,
surrounded by young dancers.
"I ain't here to brag," he
rapped in a tough-guy style.
"American Idol" judge Paula
Abdul, when asked before the
show what advice she would
give the 28-year-old singer and
rapper, didn't hesitate.
"Do what you gotta do and
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